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MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

January 5, 1977 

THE PRESIDEN~

JIM CAVANAUG 

Department of Energy 

Attached is the file you handed to me yesterday on 
the Department of Energy. 

Elliot Richardson, Frank Zarb, Jim Lynn, Jim Cannon, 
and Jack Marsh will be in at 3 o'clock to discuss 
this issue with you. 

I believe the key question you had related to how 
firm a mandate you have from the Congress to submit 
a reorganization plan . 

• 

Digitized from Box C54 of The Presidential Handwriting File at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December Z3 1 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DICK CHENEY 

FROM: JIM CONNOR 

SUBJECT: Department of Energy 

The Richardson/Lynn proposal referred to in the attached note 
by Jim Lynn is in the courierponch which will reach you on Sunday. 
December Z6. It has been fully staffed • 

• 
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OFI"I~E OF MANAGEMENT AND BUOGF.T 

TRANSMITTAL FORM 
THtr: DIAECTOit DATE 

TO 

FROM a 

The :;_?,re dent 

James • Lynn 
• 

Attached is a memorandum 
comoarinq the Carter enerqv 
reorganization orooosal with 
the oronosal that ,~e have 
recommended to vou • 

• 



COMPARISON OF DEPARTMENTS OF ENEnGy (DoE) 
(1) As Proposed by Carter during' campaign 
(2) As we recommend you propose to Congress 

1. Main concept and content of both plans are alike: 

0 

0 

Both would incorporate the functions of Federal Energy 
Administration (FEA), Energy Research and Development 
Administration (ERDA), and the Federal Power Commission (FPC). 

Both would abolish the Energy Resources Council (ERC). 
We would replace it with a non-statutory interagency policy 
committee. Carter plan makes no alternate provision for a 
policy forum. 

2. We feel that the proposal developed under your Administration 
includes much more advanced analysis and treatment of the 
issue of energy organization. For example, both plans call for 
the incorporatfon of FPC functions into the proposed Department 
of Energy. This is certain to be one of the most controversial 
items in forming an energy department because of the implicit 
threat to regulatory independence. The Carter plan refers, in 
general terms, to the need for "buffers" in certain instances 
to ensure that functions are insulated from undue political 
influence. The report and legislation we are drafting 
specifically defines these buffers by providing for an Energy 
Regulatory Administration within DoE with politically responsive 
regulatory policy and rulemaking under a Presidentially appointed 
and Senate confirmed Administrator. Adjucative actions, on the 
other hand, would be performed initially by apolitical Adminis
trative Law Judges with any appeals going to a non-political 
Regulatory Appeals Board. In effect, we feel that arguing the 
case for incorporating FPC functions into DoE will not prevail 
by itself unless there is a specific showing of how this can 
be done without compromising necessary impartiality. 

3. Plan we have proposed to you would include some functions not 
included in the Carter plan. 

• From Interior Department 

Bureau of Mines ($165M, 2840 staff) 
~ower Marketing ($271 M, 6160 staff)* 

i Power Marketing means the physical handling and· the 
negotiation and· selling of electric power generated by Federal 
hydro-electric projects. Organizationally, this work is 
performed by the Bonneville, Alaska, Southwestern and South
eastern Power Administrations and by the power marketing 
component of the Bureau of Reclamation • 
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From Agriculture Department 

-Rural Electrification Administration ($22M, 820 staff). 
This involves financial assistanca provided for both rural 
electrification and telephone service. The original 
intention of electrifying America's farms is 99% complete. 
The thrust is now rural - but not really farm oriented. , 
The REA's telephone service work is admittedly not partic
ularly energy-related, but it is not related to farm policy 
and programs either. Since telephone and electrification 
assistance comes as a package now, we feel it is better 
to keep them together under DoE than to leave telephone 
functions in USDA. This and numerous other comparable 
findings would be explained in your proposed report to the 
Congress on energy organization. 

4. The Carter plan would include some functions not included in 
our proposed plan .• 

0 

0 

0 

From Commerce Department 

hfunctions solely relating to energy." We infer that 
this means the OJ;fice of Energy Programs ($2.2M, 60 staff) 
which is engaged in industry energy conservation programs 
in collaboration with FEA, e.g., energy efficiency ' 
labeling on applicances. Commerce, as well as HUD and 
DO~ work closely with various sectors of industry pn 
a variety of matters -- not just energy conservation. 
we felt it would be advantageous to continue to utilize 
these established relationships and not divest Commerce 
and the others of this role. 

From Treasury Department 

"functions solely relating to energy." This evidently 
refers to the energy policy unit at Secretarial level 
($300,000; 14 staff). This group is not really perform
ing a discrete statutory energy function that can be 
transferred. It is an aspect of tax policy and backs up 
the Secretary of Treasury's legitimate involvement in 
energy policy discussions. 

From SECr ICC and NRC 

Minor economic regulatory activities in these independent 
commissions which relate to the energy industry as follows: 

SEC: enforcement of the Public Utilities Holding 
Company Act of 1935 ($760K; 36 FTP) 

ICC: Section 19a of the Interstate Commerce Act requiring 
ICC to provide valuations of common carrier pipelin~s to 
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the Attorney General and to Governors of affected 
States (a service to States as taxing data base), 
($400,000 estimated 17 FTP which will increase 
somewhat). 

NRC: enforcement of Section 105 of the AEC Act of 
1954, as amended, which ensures that antitrust aspects 
are taken into consideration prior to issuance of 
construction permits or operating licenses. Justice 
Department prepares the assessments. (Negligible NRC 
staff or costs.) 

We did not identify these SEC and ICC regulatory 
activities for transfer to the proposed DoE. Numerous 
activities in non-energy agencies have an energy impli
cation, but generally, these relationships to energy are 
inherent parts of another non-energy missions such ·as 
securities regulation, interstate commerce regulation, 
ship construction subsidies, environmental protection, 
or many others. In most cases, the excision and trans
fer of these activities would be debatable, administra
tively difficult to accomplish, and would not contribute 
vitally to the proposed DoE. NRC should not be affected 
even in a minor way at this time for fear of exacerbating 
the sensitivity of public acceptance of nuclear power. 

In total, our proposed DoE would include about 10,000 man-years, 
mostly from Interior Department (Bureau of Mines and power marketing] 
not part of the Carter plan as described during the campaign, and 
his plan would include an estimated 130 man-years not included in 
our plan. 

• 
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MR PRESIDENT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 23, 1976 

Organization for Federal Energy and 
Energy-Related Functions 

Secretary Richardson and Director Lynn have prepared a joint 
memorandum on the subject of Organization for Federal Energy and 
Energy-Related Functions. (see TAB A) 

Staffing resulted in a variety of recommendations: 

The following individuals recommend the plan outlined in the 
Richardson/ Lynn memorandum: 

Phil Buchm(Ed Schmults), Max Friedersdorf, Alan Greenspan, 
NSC and Doug Bennett. 

Alan Greenspan commented further "Concur with the recommendation 
except as to the recommendation on the conclusion of the Federal 
Power Commission" His detailed comments are at TAB B. 

NSC made some further comments (see TAB C). 

Doug Bennett's comments are at (TAB F) 

Frank Zarb believes thaf'a meeting with the President is needed before 
a decision is made -also believes that the Federal Power Commission 
should not be included in the Department of Energy." His comments are 
at TAB D. 

The following individuals recommend against the plan outlined 
in the Richardson/ Lynn memorandum: 

Jack Marsh, Jim Cannon 



-2-

Jack Marsh further commented "It is my recommendation this matter 
be deferred and that the President not embark on a proposal of this 
magnitude. I think there would be a public misunderstanding of his 
action inasmuch as the Administration will not be able to see it through. 11 

Jim Cannon --- Does not support any of the options proposed ---
Detailed memo is at TAB E. 

Bill Seidman and Bob Hartmann had no comments 

Jim Connor 

• 





THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20230 

DEC 14 \976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT ~ 

FROM: Elliot L. Ric~--Jame~, Lynn 
Chairman, ERC Director, OMB 

SUBJECT: Organization for Federal Energy and 
Energy-Related Functions 

I. Purpose 

The purpose of this memorandum is to obtain your 
decision on the results of the ERC/OMB study on 
reorganizing the Federal Government to perform energy 
and energy-related functions. 

A joint ERC/OMB study was initiated in May to 
determine the most effective organizational arrangement 
for performing Federal energy and energy-related functions. 
The study was proposed by the Chairman, ERC, to the 
Senate Government Operations Committee to counter 
the Committee's intention not to recommend an extension 
of the Federal Energy Administration beyond June 30, 1976. 
The Committee accepted the study proposal, and, in fact, 
incorporated it as a requirement in an amendment to the 
FEA extension which has been enacted into law (P.L. 94-385). 
Specif.ically, the law requires that the President, through 
the ERC, prepare a plan and study to reorganize energy 
and natural resource activities, and submit, no later 
than December 31, 1976, a report containing recommendations 
for reorganization and implementing legislation. The 
ERC/OMB study was performed to fulfill this requirement. 
Further background on the circumstances giving rise to 
this study are outlined in TAB A. 

While the study report has not been put in final form, 
the supporting analyses, which have been prepared with the 
assistance of the affected agencies, are complete and 
have been reviewed by the principals involved. The final 
report will become a public document and should be 
available for distribution at the same time that it is 
transmitted to the Congress. The balance of this 
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memorandum contains the following sections: 

II - Assumptions 
III - Methodology 

IV - Present Organization for Energy and 
Energy-Related Functions 

V - Organizational Problems 
VI - Alternatives 

VII - Conclusions and Recommendations 

II. Assumptions 

The following major assumptions regarding broad energy 
policy and particularly the Federal role in energy underlie 
the study: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Federal role in meeting national energy needs 
is somewhat expanded, and is now considerably 
more critical than it has been historically. 
However, we should have: 

Continued maximum possible reliance on private 
sector decisions and actions within the framework of: -

A system of Federally created incentives and 
disincentives to influence and stimulate private 
decisions regarding both energy supply and demand 
toward the achievement of national energy goals of 
lowered demand as well as assured and adequate 
energy supply at a reasonable price. 

Minimum necessary direct Federal involvement in 
areas such as regulation, new technology development, 
data collection and energy resource development; 
and 

Assurance that energy policies and actions are 
properly balanced with other goals such as 
environment, health and safety, national security 
and economic stability. 

For the purposes of organizational planning, it was assumed 
that the recommended structure should facilitate the 
implementation of existing programs as well as proposed 
legislative initiatives of the Administration. 

III. Methodology 

The study began by identifying all energy, energy
related and natural resource functions and collecting 

• 
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descriptive data for each including mission, legal basis, 
resources and critical interactions. This inventory 
permitted the identification of areas needing coordination 
together with any duplication and overlaps. Extensive 
interviews were conducted at several levels in affected 
organizations to identify operating problems. Outside 
advice was obtained through a three-day seminar on energy 
organization conducted by the Congressional Research 
Service at the request of Senator Percy and through a 
survey of the literature. From this broad survey seven 
preliminary organizational alternatives were developed 
and evaluated. These were reviewed by the ERC in July 
and narrowed for further study to the three options 
presented later in this paper. Among the preliminary 
alternatives considered in July was an arrangement to 
consolidate energy and environmental programs. This 
alternative was rejected because the two subjects interact 
only partially (e.g., EPA water programs relate mostly to 
municipal and non-energy industrial waste) and because 
the mutual conflict between energy and the environment is 
better resolved on an inter-agency rather than intra-agency 
basis and including Executive Office or Presidential 
involvement where necessary. 

Once the three final options were identified, a 
series of individual studies were performed to examine how 
selected critical functions would be performed under each 
option. These studies were in the areas of: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Policy Formulation and Coordination 
Data Collection and Analysis 
Energy Resource Development 
Research Development and Demonstration 
Energy Conservation 
Energy Regulation 
Nuclear Weapons Production 

In addition, several special studies were performed on the 
functions of the Department of the Interior, an in-depth 
review was made of the FPC and analyses were completed 
on the appropriateness of including selected agencies, 
(e.g., NRC, NOAA,) in certain options. The results of 
these efforts have been synthesized into this options 
paper and will be included in the final study report. 

IV. Present Energy Organization 

Practically all Federal agencies play some part in 
energy matters, due to the pervasive nature of energy. 
However, there are several agencies which are solely 

• 
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related to energy and which may be regarded as central to 
Federal energy involvement:--the ERC, FEA, ERDA and, taking 
in regulatory commissions, the NRC and FPC. 

Certain functions of the Interior Department are 
equally critical even though the Department is not solely 
concerned with energy. Specifically, the increase of 
domestic energy supply over the near and mid-term depends 
heavily on accelerated recovery of oil, gas, coal and 
uranium from the public lands--especially frontier areas 
such as Alaska and Outer Continental Shelf. 

Beyond the principal energy agencies, many other 
organizational entities have a collateral energy role, at 
times quite significant, especially in formulation of energy 
policy--examples--Treasury, CEA, State, DOT and EPA. 
TAB B is an organization chart showing the considerable 
number of agencies involved with energy, energy-related and 
natural resource functions. Much of this fragmentation is 
rational and desirable as in the case of DOT working 
with the states on the 55 mph speed limit or State Department 
participating in energy policy formulation from the point 
of view of foreign relations. 

V. Organizational Problems 

There is evidence that organizational problems are 
interfering with the execution of energy programs and the 
accomplishment of energy objectives, or at least are not 
facilitating positive results to the degree possible. 
The following are among the more significant problems 
identified during the course of the study: 

A. Lack of a fully effective mechanism to develop 
and oversee the implementation of energy policy. The 
ERC has been reasonably successful in developing a balanced 
Administration position on the major energy issues. 
However, it has no staff and therefore no independent 
analytical capability. What staff support does exist 
is chiefly provided by the FEA, which itself is one of the 
participants in the policy development process. There is 
no mechanism to direct action, to assure implementation of 
policy decisions or to evaluate results. With the develop
ment of an independent ERDA, the research and development 
planning process has not received the attention it should 
from the operational agencies and has tended to form its 
own goals. 

• 
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B. The fragmentation of major energy responsibilities 
among several agencies complicates the task of putting 
together a coherent and consistent Federal energy program. 
The numerous programs which comprise the total Federal role 
in energy affairs directly affect each other; e.g., 
regulation affects investment in technology development 
or data collection supports both policy formulation and 
regulation. However, as noted earlier, these inter-
acting parts are assigned to different agencies making 
it difficult to coordinate them effectively to form a 
unified program aimed at national energy goals. 

c. Lack of an effective structure to facilitate 
resource trade-offs among competJ.ng energy programs. 
While resource allocation to energy programs is done 
by OMB within the ERe-developed policy framework, energy 
programs are highly fragmented throughout the Federal 
Government. Therefore, within the various Federal 
agencies, these programs must frequently compete for 
scarce resources with non-energy programs and not with 
each other. A more rational structure would permit 
resource allocation to be made among similar programs 
at a lower organizational level, facilitating the 
assignment of resources to the more effective programs. 

D. Need for the regulatory function to be 
responsive to needed policy direction while maintaining 
independence. Energy regulation is carried out across 
a spectrum of mechanisms, from the independent regulatory 
commissions of FPC and NRC to the regulatory actions of 
FEA and Interior. The independent regulatory commissions 
emphasize the mandates of their enabling legislation 
and are often inhibited by these statutes from revising 
their interpretation of the national interest, regardless 
of the views of the Executive Branch on current needs 
evolving from a changing international or domestic situation. 
Energy regulations should reflect overall policy direction. 
At the same time, individual regulatory case decisions 
made under general regulations should be fair, objective 
and free from outside influence. Improvements need to 
be made in the regulatory structure to strengthen respon
siveness to policy directions and national needs while 
at the same time assuring objectivity and independence 
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where that is important. Finally, the regulation of the 
various energy industries is fragmented among agencies, 
e.g., FPC, NRC, FEA making it difficult to optimize their 
use. 

E. The fragmentation of energy functions also 
causes duplicating and overlapping agency responsibilities. 
Some duplication is legislatively sanctioned, e.g., FEA 
and EPA in converting utilities from oil to coal; FPC and 
Office of Pipeline Safety (DOT) in LNG safety standards. 
Beyond specific legislative problems, FEA has responsibility 
for energy planning and development, while specific 
energy sources are the responsibility of other agencies. 
The overlap has become significant in conservation programs 
between FEA and ERDA. 

F. There is growing potential for FEA and ERDA to 
evolve into competing general purpose energy agencies. 
Both FEA and ERDA originally were founded with distinct 
missions, but both are collecting functions, by legislation 
and otherwise, and expanding into general purpose energy 
agencies. In this evolution, both interact with the 
private sector and have a growing number of incentives that 
can be applied to business and industry to achieve energy 
goals. These incentives should be directed through a 
single channel to maximize their effectiveness and to avoid 
undesirable effects on the private sector. 

The present structure for energy functions is not 
without some assets. For example, the ERC has provided 
a useful forum for top-policy level dialogue across 
agency lines concerning major policy issues; the separate 
status of ERDA helps assure a stable environment and the 
long-term continuity needed to manage a program which is 
intended to emphasize long-range technology development; 
the independent commission status of FPC and NRC permits 
a separation of promotional and regulatory functions and 
thereby helps allay any public concern that regulatory 
decisions could be politicized. However, these benefits 
can be preserved under alternative structures so long as 
they are properly designed. 

VI. Alternatives 

While a wide range of feasible alternative structures 
was considered, it was narrowed to the three most 
promising. Basically, these options represent varying 
degrees to which the fragmented energy and energy-related 
functions might advantageously be consolidated . 
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Under each option it was felt that an interagency 
coordinating body similar to the ERC would continue to 
be a valuable vehicle to help formulate energy policy by 
relating it to the concerns of other agencies such as 
EPA, State, Treasury and others. Such a body would preferably 
be non-statutory to permit flexibility in White House organi
zation. The chairmanship and staff support would be provided by 
the Secretary or Administrator of the consolidated energy agency. 

Option A. Department of Energy and Natural Resources 
(DENR) 

Description 

A grouping together into a new multi-purpose 
department all primary energy functions 
together with selected natural resource 
programs. Composition of the DENR would 
include, as a minimum, functions of: 

0 Interior 
° FEA 
0 ERDA 
and should also include functions of: 
° FPC 
o REA (Agriculture) 
o NOAA (Commerce) 
0 Naval Petroleum Reserve (Defense) 

Such a Department would have resources of approximately 
88,500 staff and $11.9 billion funding. It would consolidate 
approximately 91% of the manpower and 97% of the funding 
which are committed to the Federal role in energy. However, 
68% of its staff and 34% of its funds would be devoted 
to non-energy programs such as the National Parks and 
Indian Affairs programs. 

Advantages of Option A - DENR 

0 

0 

0 

Provides maximum feasible consolidation of presently 
fragmented energy functions. 

Permits resolution of unclear jurisdiction between 
FEA and ERDA in areas such as energy forecasting, 
conservation and technology commercialization. 

Gives cabinet-level representation for energy-
together with some, but not all, natural resource 
functions. 
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Provides for resolution within one Cabinet 
Department of many competing claims in the management 
of public lands between energy development and 
resource preservation or other land uses. 

Provides a strong base for subsequent, more complete, 
consolidation of natural resource programs- e.g., 
Forest Service, Army Corps of Engineers Civil Works, 
etc. 

Permits a better basis for rationalizing FPC 
regulatory policy and actions with national needs 
and policies in energy. 

Permits closer integration of earth sciences of 
geological survey with atmospheric and oceanic 
sciences of NOAA. 

Disadvantages of Option A - DENR 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Dilutes representation and accountability for 
energy by grouping it with natural resources 
in a large multi-purpose department. 

Results in a very large and complicated 
department with a wide span of concerns from 
energy and natural resources to Indian and Terri
torial Affairs. Experience indicates these 
conglomerate arrangements are hard to manage and 
hold accountable. 

Energy objectives could dominate land management 
decisions at the expense of environmental or other 
land use requirements; at least environmental and 
related groups would have this concern. 

Grouping of so many diverse programs could result 
in an internal DENR structure that "layers in" some 
functions excessively, e.g., the nuclear weapons 
work performed by ERDA could be relegated to third 
echelon status prompting strong pressure to 
transfer it to DOD despite recognized benefits of 
associating nuclear power with nuclear weapons 
work. 

• 
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Despite the broad span represented by this alternative, 
it would still not encompass all relevant concerns 
in energy policy formulation (foreign affairs, 
environment and others) necessitating Executive 
Office balancing; nor would it incorporate all 
major natural resource programs, (Corps of Engineers, 
Forest Service, and others) with the resulting 
prospect of still greater future consolidation in 
an even larger and more complicated Department. 

Some concern would exist regarding the termination 
of independent commission status for FPC functions 
and the consequent prospect of improperly influencing 
regulatory judgments. 

Option B. Department of Energy (DoE) 

Description 

A consolidation of primary Federal energy 
functions which are not integral and 
inseparable aspects of the mission of other 
agencies to form an advocate or special 
purpose type of department. This con
solidation would include, as a minimum, 
functions of: 

° FEA 
0 ERDA 
and should also include functions of: 
° FPC 
o REA (Agriculture) 
0 Power Marketing (DOI) 
0 Energy Functions of the Bureau 

of Mines (DOI} 

NOTE: Other important energy functions of Interior, 
e.g., oil and gas leasing by BLM and energy resource 
assessment by USGS were found to be deeply integral 
to the land management and geological missions of 
Interior and not susceptible to excision. 

Such a Department would have resources of approximately 
22,860 staff and $7.2 billion funding. It would 
consolidate about 68% of the manpower and 86% of the 
funding currently committed to the Federal role in energy. 

Advantages of Option B - DoE 

0 Provides maximum feasible consolidation of energy 
functions by themselves thereby facilitating a 
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unified and coherent Federal role in the national 
energy system with component parts subject to 
common policy direction by a single Secretary. 

Permits resolution of unclear jurisdictions between 
FEA and ERDA, as does the DENR option. 

Highlights energy as a difficult, major and 
long-term national issue area and, in keeping with 
this status, gives it a cabinet-level spokesman 
and point of contact who is "in charge" of energy 
in dealings with other agencies, Congress, 
Governors, industry and the public. 

Provides that national energy policy will be 
formulated by a single cabinet-level spokesman 
with his own policy analytical staff, and direct 
authority over major energy programs. 

Projects to other nations, both allied and adversary, 
a strong long-term commitment to resolving energy 
issues through a top-level mechanism. 

Permits better basis for rationalizing FPC policy 
and actions with national energy policy and needs. 

0 Narrower focus than DENR alternative would make 
this alternative disturbing to fewer interest 
groups and Congressional committees, thus enhancing 
prospect for enactment. 

Disadvantages of Option B - DoE 

0 

0 

0 

Would not take in some major Federal energy 
functions, notably oil and gas leasing on public 
lands, and as a result, continued cross-agency 
coordination would be necessary in important areas. 

Concentrated focus on energy and consequent 
advocacy orientation would mean that some check 
and balance mechanism would be needed especially 
in energy policy formulation to assure that the 
President gets objective advice and that conflicting 
interests are represented. 

Several of the projected components of the DoE 
are very controversial and vulnerable to being 
trimmed out in the legislative process - most 
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particularly FPC and REA. Were this to occur, the 
proposed DoE would be little more than a merger 
of FEA, ERDA, and certain Interior functions 
giving rise to serious question of whether 
department status is warranted. 

Several of the energy functions to be incorporated 
in DoE would require a measure of autonomy in order 
to avoid being overpowered and submerged or losing 
credibility - these include: 

energy regulation, data, R&D, weapons -
special internal arrangements would be 
necessary to assure the integrity or 
visibility of these functions within the 
DoE/energy advocacy climate. 

Some concern would exist regarding the termination 
of independent commission status for FPC functions. 

Variation of Option B - National Energy Agency (NEA) 

A variation of the Department of Energy option is to con
solidate the same functions as in the DoE case but to organize 
them at sub-cabinet level in an expanded energy agency. 

Advantages of Sub-Cabinet Variation 

0 This variation retains most of the advantages of 
Option B, the DoE concept, and provides a fall-back 
means of achieving these advantages if the DoE 
consolidation becomes marginal because too many of 
the potential program consolidations such as FPC and 
REA fail to materialize. 

Disadvantages of Sub-Cabinet Variation 

0 

0 

Could signal to observers both foreign and domestic, 
a less than full commitment to the resolution of 
energy issues. 

Would continue the present problem of no Cabinet 
rank energy policy spokesman. Consequently, the 
energy policy formulation machinery would continue 
to have some of the institutional weakness of the 
present ERC/FEA system, although to a lesser degree . 
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Option c. Retain the Present Structure - with Improvements 

Some of the problems inherent in the present fragmented 
placement of energy functions can be mitigated by relatively 
modest actions such as improved coordination of policy 
formulation by strengthening the ERC, recognizing 
FEA as a permanent agency which has been expanded 
beyond its original emergency role, and clarifying some 
jurisdictional issues. 

Advantages in Retaining Present Structure 

0 

0 

Generally avoids the disruption that comes with 
major organizational change. 

Some progress can be expected in controlling dupli
cation including overlapping expansion of FEA and 
ERDA missions. 

Disadvantages in Retaining Present Structure 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Most of the serious weaknesses inherent in the 
fragmented and uncoordinated system would not be 
addressed. 

Energy would continue to lack a single top level 
spokesman with comprehensive authority over both 
energy policy and operating programs. 

Strengthening ERC by giving it full-time direction 
and staff of its own can cause problems of its own, 
i.e., an advocate in the Executive Office which is 
unable to produce objective advice and which has 
no moderating influence in the form of operating 
responsibility; analog - CEQ. 

Making FEA permanent with little other change 
would tend to confer unintended permanence on 
petroleum regulation. 

VII. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based upon the findings of the study, reorganization of 
Federal energy functions is well-warranted and, on balance, 
the Department of Energy alternative will provide the most 
effective long-term arrangement for coordinating and performing 
Federal functions in this area. The significance and difficulty 
of the energy situation will persist well into the future and 
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the coherence and continuity needed to accomplish the Federal 
role can best be provided by a Department dedicated to that 
purpose. 

Some present energy functions should not be continued 
into the indefinite future-- e.g., economic regulation of 
petroleum and gas. Shifting this work to an established 
Cabinet Department could have the undesired effect of 
lending permanence to these programs which actually should be 
phased out. This potential ill-effect of either the DoE or 
DENR options can be avoided by continued legislative effort 
to terminate these or other outmoded programs. 

The critical need for balanced and credible conflict 
resolution in the management of the public lands can best 
be met by an arrangement which separates energy advocacy from 
the responsibility for managing the nation's natural resource 
assets- i.e., a DoE separate from the Department of Interior 
(or ultimately a Department of Natural Resources) . This 
arrangement will permit continued accelerated development of 
coal, oil, gas and uranium resources while other values such 
as environmental safeguarding, preservation and alternate land 
uses are fully and fairly represented as well. Retention of 
the CEQ/EPA system will also force critical and major trade
offs between energy and environment to the Presidential level, 
which is appropriate for issues of this magnitude. 

We propose that the nuclear weapons program of ERDA be 
assigned to DoE along with the rest of ERDA's functions, and 
that the legislation creating DoE provide for a joint 
DoE/DoD study and report to the President and the Congress in 
one year as to the feasibility or desirability of alternatives 
to that assignment. This approach of providing for a study 
was successfully used when ERDA was created to deal with 
concerns expressed at that time that nuclear weapons develop
ment and production and energy technology development might 
pose conflicts in priority that cannot be reconciled within 
a single agency. Providing for a one year study following 
the creation of DoE is also consistent with your recent 
instruction during the FY'78 ERDA budget review that ERDA 
and DoE restudy ways to obtain appropriate funding competition 
between the nuclear weapons program and other defense 
requirements, without providing ERDA a separate budget plan
ning ceiling for the weapons program. 

Careful consideration of all alternatives indicates that: 

• 
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The present fragmented structure is seriously 
inadequate for the task and that any administra
tive improvements of it will not basically alter 
its ineffectiveness for the long-haul. 

Most of the disadvantages cited for the DoE plan 
can be offset by proper design of its internal 
structure and other management actions. For 
example, existing regulatory functions can be 
divided into two categories -- general rulemaking 
and adjudicatory responsibilities associated with 
individual case decisions. The rulemaking can be 
effectively and legitimately coordinated with related 
policy decisions under direction of a Presidential 
appointee subject to Senate confirmation. Individual 
adjudicative decisions could be insulated by having 
them made by Administrative Law Judges, with final 
review available by an Appeals Board. Any subsequent 
challenge would be in the courts, with no appeal to 
the Secretary. 

~onversely, ~he disadvantages of the DENR plan, 
1.e., excess1ve size and diversity and internal 
conflict, appear to be more intractable with no 
effective way to offset them. 

Functional Composition of the Department of Energy 

A second level of analyses was performed in the course 
of the study as to the exact composition of the DoE and the 
DENR alternatives. That is, what functions should be included 
or excluded from each concept. This question introduces some 
controversial issues of its own. The most sensitive and 
important of these decisions to include or exclude functions 
from the recommended Department of Energy are listed below 
for your information. More detail is contained in TAB C on 
each item together with provision for you to make the decision 
on each if you wish to do so. {If you decide on the DENR 
option, we will furnish you the comparable information relating 
to that option.) 

The major exclude or include issues for DoE and 
our conclusions regarding each are: 

0 Nuclear Regulatory Commission {NRC) - exclude 

0 Federal Power Commission {FPC) - include 

• 
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0 Rural Electrification Administration (REA) - include 

0 Bureau of Mines (BOM) - include 

0 (Proposed) Energy Independence Agency (EIA) - exclude 

Position of Agency Head and Others 

All relevant Agency Heads and other Administration 
officials concur in the recommendation that you propose a 
Department of Energy to the Congress. Any concerns or 
reservations have been reflected in this memorandum. 
Secretary Kleppe concurs in the basic decision, but does not 
concur that the Interior Department's Bureau of Mines should 
be transferred to the proposed DoE. His reasons for this 
position are stated in TAB c, Section IV. 

Further, the Agency Heads and other energy advisors all 
agree that they would like to have an opportunity to discuss 
this important decision with you after you have had a chance 
to read this memo, if you feel it would be useful to do so. 

Presidential Decision 

Approve the Department of Energy (DoE) 

I I Approve the DoE concept, but create as an agency 
in lieu of a Cabinet Department 

I I Approve the Department of Energy and Natural 
Resources (DENR) 

I I Continue with the present structure -- develop 
specific ways to improve performance. 

I I Other 

• 





TAB A 

Circumstances Leading to Current Study of Energy Organization 
and Its Relationship to Recent (1974) Changes in Energy 
Organization 

When the Arab oil embargo struck in November of 1973 precipi
tating the energy crisis, the Administration had energy 
organization legislatkmpending before Congress to split the 
former AEC into R&D work (ERDA) and regulatory work (NRC) and 
establish a Department of Energy and Natural Resources (DENR). 

In view of the crisis, the Administration agreed to forego the 
controversial DENR in order to expedite Congressional consider
ation of ERDA and NRC. They were enacted in October 1974 
together with the Energy Resources Council (ERC) . 

Meanwhile, also in response to the energy crisis, the Federal 
Energy Administration had been created first by Executive Order 
and then by law in June 1974. 

These changes in energy organization soon after imposition of 
the embargo were generally regarded both by the Administration 
and Congress as only partial (ERDA and NRC) and short-term 
(FEA and ERC) treatment of overall energy organization. 

However, the early time period following the embargo was also a 
time of major reappraisal of national energy policy including 
a reassessment of the Federal role in relation to the private 
sector role. During this period of fundamental reappraisal, 
it was untimely to determine the most effective long-term organi
zation for Federal energy activities which clearly should rest 
on a well-developed concept of the Federal policy and role. We 
now have these concepts in hand, if not necessarily universally 
agreed upon. 

It is, therefore, now timely to make this fundamental organiza
tional review, and we have been so engaged for several months 
working with the heads of affected agencies and their staffs. 

After this study was initiated and well underway, a requirement 
was inserted, with our concurrence, in the FEA extension legis
lation, which you signed in August, that the President shall 
direct a comprehensive study of energy and natural resources and 
forward a report with his recommendations and proposed legisla
tion by December 31, 1976 . 

• 
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TAB C 

Major Inclusion or Exclusion Issues in Department of Energy Option 

In determining the functional composition of a possible Department 
of Energy (DoE) , a number of sub-issues occur as to whether various 
existing programs should be included or excluded from the DoE con
cept. Some of these are fairly small issues or non-controversial 
others are more significant questions deserving your attention. 

The major inclusion or exclusion issues are described and evaluated 
below with provision for an indication of your guidance in each 
case if you wish to do so. 

I. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

A. Background 

The NRC was established by the Energy Reorganization Act 
of 1974. It is responsible for all the regulatory and 
licensing functions of the former Atomic Energy Commission 
which was abolished by the 1974 legislation, and is the 
Federal agency responsible for the regulation of nuclear 
power generation. 

B. Major NRC Program Functions are as Follows 

Nuclear Reactor Regulation - Assures adequate safety, 
environmental protection, and safeguards in the issuance 
Gf reactor licenses. 

Standards Development - Produces engineering standards 
for siting, fuel cycle facilities, safeguards, trans
portation and product safety standard development. 

Inspection and Enforcement - Conducts nuclear powerplant 
safety inspections including the issuance of construction 
permits and operating licenses. Also conducts safety 
inspections of fuel cycle facilities and nuclear materials. 

Nuclear Material Safety & Safeguards - Performs a safe
guard licensing program devoted to waste management and 
the development of generic environmental impact statements 
for consumer products which contain nuclear material . 
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Nuclear Regulatory Research - Conducts research on 
light water reactors; commercial advance breeder reactors; 
liquid metal fast breeder reactors, and research in such 
areas as the development of techniques to determine 
potential effects on nuclear facilities of earthquakes 
and tornadoes, as well as research into health, environ
ment, fuel cycle and safeguards areas. 

c. Advantages and Disadvantages of Inclusion 

All these are advantages and disadvantages of including 
NRC or leaving it out. A summary follows: 

Advantages of Transferring NRC Functions to a New 
Energy Agency 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Nuclear regulatory decisions could be made on a 
more comparable basis with regulatory decisions 
concerning the competing fossil fuel, and hydro
electric power industries. This would broaden 
the basis for more equitable decisions across 
di.fferent and compet..Lng parts of the total energy 
system. 

Decisions on nuclear plant siting could be expedited 
and related more directly to national energy policy. 

Would facilitate Presidential control of final 
nuclear export decisions which have strong inter
national implications, instead of continuing to 
place this control in an independent commission. 
(Even so - some amendments to law would likely be 
needed.) 

Permit resolution of existing duplication between 
NRC and EPA in setting nuclear safety standards. 

pisadvantages 

0 Public concern over nuclear safety is so great 
that tampering with the independence of nuclear 
regulatory decisions would seriously undermine 
public acceptance of nuclear power at this time. 
Transfer to an executive agency advocating energy 
development would be perceived by many as a delib
erate attempt to weaken governmental concern for 
nuclear health and safety in favor of energy develop
ment, thus potentially eroding public confidence 
in nuclear power and further exacerbating anti
nuclear sentiment . 
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May be difficult to demonstrate in advance 
that abolishing NRC would improve the executive 
branch capacity to achieve coordinated manage
ment of national energy programs. Thus, in view 
of the opposition which such a proposal would con
front, the inclusion would be hard to win and 
could jeopardize the whole energy reorganization 
package. 

Agency Position 

Chairman Rowden has not been consulted on this issue. 

Conclusion - Retain Functions in NRC 

The disadvantage relating to further accelerating public concern 
for nuclear safety and the consequent difficulty in winning public 
accepta~ce of nuclear power overwhelms the potential advantages. 
The real advantage relating to bringing nuclear export licensing 
under Presidential control can just as well, or better, be achieved 
through a change in law authorizing the President to make the 
final decision in these cases, in keeping with his responsibility 
for the conduct of foreign affairs (as with CAB ruling on overseas 
route awards) . 

Presidential Decision 

I 

Agree to functions remaining in NRC 

Disagree. Revise planning to include NRC functions 
in energy agency . 
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II. The Federal Power Commission (FPC) 

A. Background 

The FPC's regulatory authority extends over portions of 
the natural gas and electric power industries. The FPC 
exercises its regulatory powers in four program areas: 
(1) licensing of hydroelectric projects; (2) setting 
rates for interstate wholesale sales of electric energy; 
(3) certification of pipeline facilities for the trans
portation of natural gas; and (4) setting rates for 
interstate wholesale sales of natural gas. The purposes 
of these programs are broader than economic or rate 
setting. They aim also at conservation of energy 
resources, promotion of hydroelectric development, safety, 
environmental protection, assuring an abundant supply 
of electric energy and emergency preparedness. Pursuit 
of these objectives necessitates extensive coordination 
between FPC and other agencies including particularly 
Interior and EPA. 

B. Advantages and Disadvantages of Inclusion 

Advantages 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Inclusion of the FPC programs would help assure 
their sensitivity to overall national energy policy 
as formulated and coordinated by the DoE. 

Regulatory actions regarding natural gas and 
electric power could be developed over time in 
relation to regulation of petroleum resulting in 
a more rational and even-handed treatment among 
these competing energy sectors for so long as they 
remain under regulation. 

Inclusion would facilitate improvements and 
simplification in Federal energy data gathering 
and use, as well as better emergency preparedness 
coordination across energy sectors. 

Affords an opportunity to give the functions of 
FPC a better base from which to withstand pressure 
or undue influence from the regulated industries. 

Permits a trial run in the conversion of an 
independent multi-member commission form to a 
more streamlined Executive Agency plan • 
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Disadvantages 

0 

0 

0 

The independent comission form, while not very 
responsive to national policy or changing condi
tions, does have the merit of stability and 
avoidance of undue political pressure, at least 
as a common perception. 

Abolishing FPC as an independent commission and 
inclusion of its functions in an energy agency 
could alarm the regulated industries as well as 
conservation, environmental and consumer groups. 

Congress would probably react very negatively to 
dis-establishing this, or any, independent commission 
apart from the merits of the case because of an 
implied threat to this "arm of Congress" mode of 
governance. 

C. Conclusion 

A convincing case can be presented for abolishing FPC and 
incorporating its functions in an energy agency. 

The concern for the credibility and objectivity of regulatory 
decisions, if placed in an executive agency, can be mitigated 
by having adjudicatory proceedings heard by an Administrative 
Law Judge, subject to review by an Appeals Board, the members 
of which serve fixed terms, and by having regulatory functions 
insulated from development functions. Therefore, on balance, 
we feel the FPC functions should be incorporated in the DoE 
planning since the objections can be partially offset and in 
spite of anticipated strong Congressional opposition. 

D. FPC Chairman Position 

E. 

Chairman Dunham expresses concern as to maintenance of 
appropriate regulatory independence. However, " ... on the 
subject of including the Federal Power Commission ... our 
minds are open to any proposal which would place all of the 
Federal government's energy policy-management in one agency." 
(Excerpt from a letter to James L. Mitchell from Richard L. 
Dunham, dated September 16, 1976.) 

Presidential Decision 

/~ 
~! ____ ./ 

Agree that functions of FPC be transferred to 
DoE and that FPC be abolished. 

Disagree. Leave FPC as is • 

• 
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III. Rural Electrification Adlnini~tration (REA) 

A. Background 

The Rural Electrification Administration (REA) in the 
Department of Agriculture was created in 1935 to make 
low cost loans to finance electric and telephone service 
in rural areas and thereby expedite rural electrification 
and phone service. 

REA makes loans to qualified borrowers, with preference 
to non-profit and cooperative associations and to public 
bodies, normally at 5 percent interest. REA borrowers 
can also finance their capital needs from non-REA 
sources with the aid of REA loan guarantees. 

In 1975, approximately 25 million Americans were being 
provided service from electrical systems financed by 
REA. Also in 1975, borrowers from the telephone loan 
program provided service to 9 million people in 42 
States. REA does not own or operate facilities in either 
the electric or telephone program. 

While originally established to provide electricity for 
America's farms, this job has been essentially completed. 
Nearly 99% of all farms are electrified and virtually 
all of the new customers are non-farm. Since 1961, more 
than 8,000 commercial, industrial, and community 
facility projects have been assisted by REA borrowers. 

The REA is divided nearly equally between electric and 
telephone programs with about 400 employees associated 
with each. 

B. Advantages and Disadvantages of Inclusion 

Advantages 

REA electric programs are no longer agricultural in 
nature, but are directly related to energy development 
and marketing. Consolidation of these programs with 
other similar programs relating to power marketing and 
development would greatly improve overall coordination 
and administration of these efforts. Additionally, it 
would reduce significantly the amount of energy organi
zational fragmentation which now exists . 
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Disadvantages 

The associations of REA borrowers constitute a broad 
base and highly organized interest group which can be 
expected to strongly oppose any change in status 
because the loan programs have fared very well under 
the Agriculture Committees of both Houses. The major 
concern of the REA constituency would be that inclusion 
in an Energy Agency would highlight the REA loan 
policies as out of date, no longer needed, and perhaps 
even counter-productive from an energy policy point of 
view. It could signal to them the beginning of the 
end of very favored treatment. 

C. Conclusions 

The REA electric programs clearly have their primary 
impact in the energy area with secondary rural develop
ment impacts. As such, these programs properly belong 
in a consolidated energy organization where they can be 
rationalized with other programs relating to power 
marketing and general energy policy. The telephone 
loan programs are not directly energy related and could, 
from a programmatic viewpoint, just as well be left in 
USDA. However, the total administrative costs of both 
programs would probably increase if they were separated. 

In summary, there is no sound reason to leave REA out 
of the energy consolidation planning other than the 
strong prospect of losing the case on political grounds. 
It is recommended that it be included therefore. If it 
subsequently is ruled out and retained in USDA, it would 
not be a crucial loss to the viability of an energy 
consolidation. 

D. Department of Agriculture Position 

The Department of Agriculture prefers not to take an 
official position concerning the potential consolidation 
of REA into an Energy Agency. 

E. Presidential Decision 

!.,_! __ ! 

/-7 

Agree to inclusion of REA in a DoE 

Agree to inclusion of REA electrification 
programs in DoE proposal, but rural 
telephone programs to remain in USDA. 

Disagree, leave REA in USDA 
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IV. Bureau of Mines 

A. Background. The Bureau of Mines, established in 1910 
in the Department of Interior, is primarily a mining/ 
minerals research and factfinding agency. As such, 
its two major functions are (l) research and develop
ment, and (2) data collection and analysis. Both 
functions apply largely to coal and to a lesser degree 
to other energy resources and non-energy minerals. 

FY 1977 BOM appropriations were allocated as follows: 

Funding ($M) 

Research and Development 

Metallurgy R&D 
-Energy-Related R&D 
-Non-Energy R&D 

Mining R&D 
-Energy Related R&D 
--Coal Extraction & Preparation 
--Oil Shale Mining 
--coal Health & Safety 

-Non-Energy Mining R&D 
--Health & Safety 
--Other 

-Engineering Demos (Public Works) 

Data Collection and Analysis 

-Energy 
-Non-Energy 

Mineral Assessments 

Administration & Executive Direction 

$ 

Total FY 1977 - Mines & Minerals $ 
Working funds, trust funds, 

helium, etc. 

25.7 
( 2. 6) 
(23.1) 

117.4 

(59.7) 
( 5. 6) 
(30.2) 

( 5.7) 
( 6.1) 

(10.1) 

15.6 

( 4.8) 
(10.8) 

4.2 

1.5 

164.5 

• 6 

165.1 TOTAL FY 1977 BUREAU OF MINES $ ============== 

Staffing 

840 
( 72) 
(768) 

956 

( 321) 
( 22) 
( 3 63) 

( 77) 
(131) 

( 42) 

550 

( 171) 
(379) 

123 

66 

2,535 

304 

2,839 
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B. Issue and Options. Assuming the establishment of 
a DoE, what should be done with the Bureau of Mines 
functions? 

The options are: 

l. Transfer all of BOM to the DoE. 

2. Retain all of BOM in Interior. 

3. Transfer BOM's energy related functions to 
DoE - but retain its non-energy functions in 
Interior. 

C. Analysis 

Option ! - All in DoE 

Advantages 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The majority of BOM's resources are devoted to 
energy (about 70% of funding), and the BOM 
functions would therefore contribute significantly 
to the consolidation of energy functions represented 
by DoE. 

BOM's energy and non-energy functions are not easily 
separated. Some of the energy functions such as coal 
R&D are easily identified. Others are not, but are 
intertwined with non-energy functions in areas such 
as data analysis in a way that would require arbitrary 
decisions and serious disruption to split them apart. 

Consolidating BOM's mining R&D with that performed 
by ERDA in a DoE would overcome a growing area of 
overlap and permit more effective resource competition 
in R&D planning. 

Consolidation of BOM's energy data collection, 
analysis and forecasting functions with comparable 
functions of other agencies proposed for inclusion 
in DoE (FEA, FPC and ERDA) would facilitate develop
ment of an integrated energy data system which elim
inates existing duplication, inconsistencies and 
inefficiencies . 

• 
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Disadvantages 

0 

0 

Would put DoE in the non-energy metallurgy 
business ($23 million annually) including non
energy domestic and international supply/demand 
assessment and thereby dilute DoE's single
purpose dedication to energy. 

The Secretary of Interior would have to rely 
on DoE for domestic and international energy 
and non-energy mineral assessment reports and 
for expertise in mining technology. The 
Secretary maintains this would impair his ability 
to manage the public lands, particularly with 
respect to the leasing of their mineral resources. 

Option ~ - All in Interior 

Advantages 

This option is supported by Secretary Kleppe, in his 
memo to Mr. Lynn, attached. Generally, he feels the 
Interior Secretary needs to have a capability in 
extractive technology and mineral assessment to support 
his land management and mineral leasing responsibilities. 
This option also involves no disruption of Bureau of 
Mines activities. 

Disadvantages 

Would continue the 
in two key areas: 
nology, and energy 
forecasting. 

fragmentation of energy organization 
coal preparation and mining tech
data collection, analysis and 

Option 2 - Split BOM between DoE and Interior 

Advantaw§s and Disadvantages 

The evaluation of this option rests with its feasibility. 
In other·words, if the energy versus non-energy split can 
be made, this option may be best all around. However, 
indications are that achieving the split would be very 
difficult because the BOM mining technology work as well 
as data collection, and particularly analysis is 
extensively integrated at headquarters and field level . 
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Splitting energy functions out would also create 
a problem at both headquarters and field level of 
residual units that are sub-marginal. 

D. Conclusion and Recommendation 

Splitting the BOM work along energy and non-energy 
lines is not practical because of the extent to which 
the work has developed over the years as an integrated 
operation and the dilemma posed by what to do with the 
skeletal functions that would remain with Interior. 
An R&D project relating to mine illumination, for 
example, could benefit either a coal mine or a silver 
mine. On the data side, the analysis of inter
national data is done on a country-by-country basis 
for all minerals and segregating out energy from non
energy would be arbitrary and disruptive. 

Consequently, the practical choice is between keeping 
BOM functions together either in DoE or in Interior. 
On balance, it appears that the better choice is to 
transfer all of BOM functions to the proposed DoE as 
the only way to effectively achieve the advantages of 
integrating the R&D activities with those now assigned 
to ERDA, and building a central energy data collection 
and analysis system to support national energy policy 
development in an efficient and effective manner 
including BOM data work. Conversely, the disadvantages 
involved in lifting BOM functions out of Interior can, 
with proper interagency planning, be overcome. 

E. Presidential Decision 

~ Agree; transfer all of BOM functions to DoE 

I I Retain BOM functions in Interior as recommended 
by Secretary Kleppe 

I I Transfer BOM energy activities to DoE; retain 
non-energy activities in Interior 



United States Departtnent of the Interior 

Honorable James T. Lynn 
Director, Office of 

Hanagement and Budget 
l-Jashington, D.C. 20503 

I. ... " '\ •• -.1 

Dear Hr; Lynn: · 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

DEC 3M 1976 

., 

I want to express my concern about the impact of some of the energy 
organization alternatives under consideration affecting the Bureau of 
Hines. While I suppor·t a Department of Energy (DOE), I believe such 
reorganization should not involve transfer of the energy functions of 
the Bureau of Hines. l~hat might be gained by consolidating the 
activities in a DOE \vould be much more than offset by the loss to the 
Department of the Interior in carrying out its missions in energy and 
non-energy development. 

The Bureau of Hines' activities are important to two major policy and 
program areas of energy minerals and non-energy minerals. The study 
has focused on the former. The other area, non-energy minerals, is 
a matter of growing national apprehension. The National Commission on 
Supplies and Shortages, due to report by December 31, 1976, illustrates 
this concern. It has given considerable emphasis to minerals. 

Transferring major parts of the Bureau of Hines' activities, i.e., 
coal technology research and energy-mineral information, to a DOE would: 

(1) fragment the unified Federal expertise (technology and information) 
on the mineral processing industrv, and thereby lose the interaction 
among the experts in exploration, mining, processing, metallurgy, 
and economics; 

(2) raise a major question whether the remaining activities would be a 
large enough critical mass to survive and be effective; 

(3) weaken the Interior Secretary's ability to carry out his responsi
bilities for managing Federal lands, fostering the minerals, 
energy industry, and assuring emergency preparedness regarding 
minerals and energy; 

(4) two (technology vs. health and safety) the existing m1n1ng 
which takes an integrated approach to problems of health 

' 

• 

• 
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and safety, environment, and production/productivity. ~lost of 
the employees '"ork on all three parts of the research program; 

(5) split research on coal mining technology from research on 
metal/nonmetal mining technology; even though much of the \oJ"Ork 
is common to both kinds of mining; and 

(6) disrupt working relations with States, .~ndustry, and universities. 
(Bureau of Mines has cooperative agreem~nts with 46 States covering 
both fuels and other minerals.) 

Retention of the Bureau of Mines' energy activities would: 

(1) retain the effectiveness of the organization which encompasses 
expertise on all aspects of the mining and minerals industry; 

(2) preserve the Interior Department's inhouse expertise imperative 
to guide its development of Federal lands which contain about half 
of our oil, gas and coal; most of our oil shale, and significant 
portions of our uranium; the contribution of Federal resources 
managed by DOI will increase substantially simply because much of 
the frontier areas for exploration and development are Federal 
lands. 

For example, the expertise of this staff engaged in 
energy data and information is heavily relied upon in 
Interior's land management activities. That expertise 
was extensively involved in and essential to the develop
ment of workable regulations for surface mining of coal 
on Federal lands. This linkage is more substantial than 
possible linkage to DOE activities. 

(3) continue the development of the already relatively well-advanced 
coordination of data activities. 

• 

Sin~erely yours, 
) 

-.,4:;...._ ____ _... 
< I - "'-'• 

~ Secretary of the Interior 

• 

• 

- ....-;----· -·-...... 
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V. ENERGY INDEPENDENCE AGENCY (EIA) 

A. Background. The proposal to create the $100 billion 
EIA will be resubmitted to the next session of Congress 
as the major approach to providing needed incentives 
to the private sector in bringing emerging technologies 
on line and in further developing domestic energy 
sources. 

B. Issues and Options. 

Issue. Assuming the Administration will propose both 
a DoE and an EIA, how are the two to be related 
organizationally? 

Option 1. Continue to propose EIA as a separate public 
enterprise corporation not joined organizationally with 
the DoE. 

Option 2. In view of the proposal to consolidate 
Federal energy functions in a Department of Energy, 
the EIA's separate status, as originally proposed, 
should now be altered by including EIA as a government 
corporation within the DoE framework. 

C. Analysis 

The Case for Inclusion 

0 

0 

0 

Incorporating EIA within the DoE framework would 
further reduce the fragmentation of major energy 
programs which is an important rationale in proposing 
the DoE. 

EIA within DoE and subject to some guidance or 
influence by the Secretary of DoE would help assure 
that EIA policy and actions are consistent with 
energy policy of the Administration. Example: if 
coal development is given high priority, EIA loan 
actions would be more certain to support that policy 
decision. 

Numerous sharing arrangements between EIA and DoE 
could be worked out in areas such as data collection, 
energy projections, regulatory expediting and, 
perhaps, certain administrative support matters. 
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The Case for a Separate EIA 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

If EIA were established within DoE, it would have 
to forego at least some of the flexibility origin
ally intended for EIA. Some degree of restriction 
would come from the Secretary and the Administration. 
Some degree of Congressional oversight would also 
be likely since EIA would be regarded by Congress 
as more "Federal" and less independent than a fully 
separate corporation. 

EIA within DoE would involve many areas in which 
two different systems -- Federal and corporate -
would have to be meshed or at least rationalized. 
For example: top corporate salaries, EIA's general 
executive compensation policy, administrative law 
requirements such as hearings, due notice, freedom 
of information, and numerous other requirements 
normally placed on Federal activities. 

Would preserve an independent entity able to 
make investment decisions based on sound economic 
considerations independent of political pressures. 
If EIA were part of DoE, political pressures would 
exert some influence on investment decisions. 

A single legislative proposal covering both DoE 
and EIA could not be handled as a non-substantive 
reorganization matter. Jurisdiction would be 
claimed by numerous committees as compared with 
the more desired referral of DoE legislation to 
the two Government Operations Committees. 

The Congressional response to EIA was negative in 
the last session and will likely be the same again. 
In contrast, there is much evidence of willingness 
to act on restructuring of Federal energy activities. 
The Administration's reorganization proposal of a 
DoE will have a better chance for serious consider
ation, along with competing proposals, if it is 
presented alone without being joined with an EIA 
proposal. 

The estimated annual outlays by DoE and by EIA, 
taken together, would approximate $20 billion. It 
may be unwise to create such a single concerted 
fiscal impact on the energy industry. Any serious 
policy miscalculation by such a colossus could be 
difficult to recoup because of the impetus it would 
set in motion . 

• 
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D. Conclusion 

On balance, the arguments for keeping EIA fully 
separate from DoE are more persuasive. Doing so 
appears to better serve the original intentions 
of the EIA proposal. 

E. Vice President's Position 

Recommends that EIA remain separate from DoE. 

F. Presidential Decision 

~1 ____ 1 

~1 ____ 1 

Prepare proposals in which organizationally 
and legislatively DoE and EIA are separate 

Prepare proposals in which EIA is 
incorporated within DoE 

• 





THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR JAMES C8~0R 
/ I .. 

FROM: ALAN GREENSPA.NtZ.\ 
"-..) 

December 17, 1976 

SUBJECT: Memorandum to the President on Energy Reorganization 

The Council of Economic Advisers concurs with the 
recommendations of the Task Force on energy reorganization 
except as to the recommendation on the conclusion of the 
Federal Power Commission in a Department of Energy. We 
believe the argument used with respect to the inclusion of 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission also applies to the 
Federal Power Commission. The Task Force concluded that 
it would be useful to include the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission but that "public concern over nuclear safety is so 
great that tampering with the independence of nuclear 
regulatory decision would seriously undermine public 
acceptance of nuclear power at this time." 

It can be argued that the reasons used to exclude the 
NRC should also be applied to the FPC. On balance, inclusion 
of the FPC will in no way ease the natural gas crisis because 
the problem is a result of court interpretation of the 
Federal Power Act. Until Congress fixes this, no amount of 
reorganization will help. In fact, the FPC has made a strong 
contribution to the achievement of energy policy objectives 
in the last two years. 

While we are not convinced that the proposal to include 
the FPC in the DOE will contribute much to achieving energy 
policy goals, we are certain the proposal will be less accept
able to the Congress. Since it is most critical that ERDA 
and FEA be brought together as quickly as possible to 
eliminate the lack of coordination and duplication in energy 
policy we recommend that the FPC be excluded • 

• 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

December 21, 1976 

JIM CONNOR 

ROBERT HORMATS rtJ( 
Richardson/Lynn Memo re Organization 
of Federal Energy and Energy-Related 
Functions 

The NSC has two suggested changes in the Richardson/Lynn memo. 
First, we would suggest rewriting the last sentence in the second 
new paragraph on Page 4 to read ''Much of this fragmentation is 
rational and desirable. For example, the State Department participates 
in energy policy formulation and implementation because of the strong 
international and foreign policy aspects of energy, and DOT works with 
the states on the 55 MPH speed limit. 11 

Second, we would suggest that there be a new penultimate paragraph 
on Page 13 between the paragraph ending 11 

••• the weapons program, 11 

and the paragraph beginning "Careful consideration •... 11 The new 
paragraph would read "Other agencies with energy responsibilities and 
expertise would continue to be deeply involved in the energy policy
making process. For example, because of its responsibility for 
developing, negotiating, and implementing our international energy 
policy within the framework of our foreign relations, the State Depart
ment should continue to play a key role in formulation of our overall 
energy policy and strategy. 11 

• 





FEDERAL ENERGY ADlviiNISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20461 

December 17, 1976 

MEM)RANDUM FOR JIM CONNOR 

FROM: 

SlJBJECr: 

FRANK ZARB 

Richardson/Lynn Merrorandum to the President 
on "Organization for Federal Energy and 
Energy-Related Functions 

OFFICE OF THE ADMiNISTRATOR 

I believe there should be a rreeting with the President before a 
decision is IPade. 

The Federal Power Commission should not be included in the Department 
of Energy. 

'Ihere are SOIIle typographical errors: 

p. 13, five ).ines from bottan -- app_cu:ently should be 
OOD and ftft OOE. / 

/ 

EIA is consistently referred to as "Energy Independence 
Agency" -- should be "Energy Independence Authority" 

• 





THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 17, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JIM 

Organiz 
Related 

Energy and Energy 

I have reviewed the memorandum from Elliot Richardson 
and Jim Lynn and do not support any of the options proposed. 

Instead, I recommend that you propose creating a new agency 
consisting only of the functions now assigned to ERDA and 
FEA. 

I would be inclined to call the new agency a Department 
of Energy but there are arguments against it that should be 
noted. Briefly, the principal argument for departmental 
status is the recognition that would be accorded to Federal 
energy functions. On the other hand, it is neither feasible 
nor desirable to consolidate all Federal energy functions 
in a single agency so it would be somewhat misleading to 
call the new agency a Department of Energy. Furthermore, 
I believe we should do all we can to keep energy functions 
in the private sector. Taking steps to enhance the Federal 
role and status would work against this objective. 

I oppose the Richardson/Lynn recommendation for a Department 
of Energy(option B) for the following reasons: 

The FEA petroleum regulatory functions should be 
phased out as soon as possible. Allowing them to 
become associated with other energy economic regulatory 
functions, such as those of the FPC, would increase the 
chances that the FEA regulatory functions would 
continue. Keeping them "isolated" in an agency consisting 
of the other FEA and ERDA functions would increase the 
chances of phasing out the FEA oil price and allocation 
functions. 
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The merits of combining ERDA and FEA are very strong 
and this should occur as soon as possible. Attempting 
to include elements from other departments or agencies 
and under other committee jurisdictions would tend to 
delay action on the step that is now most important. 

I do not believe it is desirable, practicable or 
politically feasible to place the economic regulatory 
functions of the FPC in an agency that does not have 
independent regulatory status. 

Including REA and the power marketing functions of 
Interior would not add significantly to the improved 
functioning of the Government. In view of the 
opposition that would almost certainly result from 
the areas served and from the Congressional Committees 
involved, such a proposal would detract from the recom
mendation. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 23, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR JAMES CONNOR 
~, 

DOUGLAS P. BENNETT~ FROM: 

SUBJECT: Elliot L. Richardson and James T. Lynn 
memo, 12/14/76 re Organization for 
Federal Energy and Energy-Related 
Functions 

I endorse the concept of the creation of a new Department of 
Energy with cabinet status. Perhaps the most difficult pro
blem requiring resolution is that of providing energy resources 
independent of external sources to meet the expanding needs 
of the American people and the industrialized world. The 
United States must provide leadership in this area. The 
political hurdles respecting inclusion of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and the Federal Power Commission may be difficult 
to overcome but it seems to me that both should be folded 
into this new department. Since the Energy Independence 
Agency is fundamentally a financing mechanism, it would in my 
judgment be wiser to maintain it separate from the DoE. 

Two years ago the President exercised dramatic and forceful 
leadership in the energy area. Advancing this concept at this 
time would be wholly consistent with his 1974 program and 
further provide the Republican Party with a carefully analyzed 
approach to energy independence which in my opinion may become 
by 1980 the most crucial domestic and international issue 
facing our country. 

• 



OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

TRANSMITTAL FORM 
THE DIRECTOR DATE 

TO 

FROM: 

The /dent 

Jam~ •• Lynn 

Attached is a memorandum 
comparing the Carter enerqv 
reorqanization orooosal with 
the prooosal that we have 
recommended to vou. 

DO NOT USE FOR PERMANENT RECORD INFORMATION 

• 



COMPARISON OF DEPARTMENTS OF ENERGY (DoE) 
(l) As Proposed by Carter during campaign 
(2) As we recommend you propose to Congress 

l. Main concept and content of both plans are alike: 

0 

0 

Both would incorporate the functions of Federal Energy 
Administration (FEA), Energy Research and Development 
Administration (ERDA), and the Federal Power Commission (FPC). 

Both would abolish the Energy Resources Council (ERC). 
We would replace it with a non-statutory interagency policy 
committee. Carter plan makes no alternate provision for a 
policy forum. 

2. We feel that the proposal developed under your Administration 
includes much more advanced analysis and treatment of the 
issue of energy organization. For example, both plans call for 
the incorporation of FPC functions into the proposed Department 
of Energy. This is certain to be one of the most controversial 
items in forming an energy department because of the implicit 
threat to regulatory independence. The Carter plan refers, in 
general terms, to the need for "buffers" in certain instances 
to ensure that functions are insulated from undue political 
influence. The report and legislation we are drafting 
specifically defines these buffers by providing for an Energy 
Regulatory Administration within DoE with politically_responsive 
regulatory policy and rulemaking under a Presidentially appointed 
and Senate confirmed Administrator_. Adjucative actions, on the 
other hand, would be performed initially by apolitical Adminis
trative Law Judges with any appeals going to a non-political 
Regulatory Appeals Board. In effect, we feel that arguing the 
case for incorporating FPC functions into DoE will not prevail 
by itself unless there is a specific showing of how this can 
be done without compromising necessary impartiality. 

3. Plan we have proposed to you would include some functions not 
included in the Carter plan. 

0 From Interior Department 

Bureau of Mines ($165M, 2840 staff} 
Power Marketing ($271M, 6160 staff)* 

* Power Marketing means the physical handling and· the 
negotiation and selling of electric power generated by Federal 
hydro-electric projects. Organizationally, this work is 
performed by the Bonneville, Alaska, Southwestern and South
eastern Power Administrations and by the power marketing 
component of the Bureau of Reclamation. 
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From Agriculture Department 

- Rural Electrification Administration ($22M, 820 staff) . 
This involves financial assistance provided for both rural 
electrification and telephone service. The original 
intention of electrifying America's farms is 99% complete. 
The thrust is now rural - but not really farm oriented. 
The REA's telephone service work is admittedly not partic
ularly energy-related, but it is not related to farm policy 
and programs either. Since telephone and electrification 
assistance comes as a package now, we feel it is better 
to keep them together under DoE than to leave telephone 
functions in USDA. This and numerous other comparable 
findings would be explained in your proposed report to the 
Congress on energy organization. 

4. The Carter plan would include some functions not included in 
our proposed plaR.; . 

0 

0 

0 

From Commerce Department 

"functions solely relating to energy." We infer that 
this means the Office of Energy Programs ($2.2M, 60 staff) 
which is engaged in industry energy conservation programs 
in collaboration with FEA, e.g., energy efficiency 
labeling on applicances. Commerce, as well as HUD and 
DOT work closely with various sectors of industry on 
a variety of matters ~- not just energy conservation. 
We felt it would be advantageous to continue to utilize 
these established relationships and not divest Commerce 
and the others of this role. 

From Treasury Department 

"functions solely relating to energy." This evidently 
refers to the energy policy unit at Secretarial level 
($300,000; 14 staff). This group is not really perform
ing a discrete statutory energy function that can be 
transferred. It is an aspect of tax policy and backs up 
the Secretary of Treasury's legitimate involvement in 
energy policy discussions. 

From SEC, ICC and NRC 

Minor economic regulatory activities in these independent 
commissions which relate to the energy industry as follows: 

SEC: enforcement of the Public Utilities Holding 
Company Act of 1935 ($760K; 36 FTP) 

ICC: Section 19a of the In·terstate Commerce Act requiring 
ICC to provide valuations of common carrier pipelines to 
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the Attorney General and to Governors of affected 
States (a service to States as taxing data base), 
($400,000 estimated 17 FTP which will increase 
somewhat). 

NRC: enforcement of Section 105 of the AEC Act of 
1954, as amended, which ensures that antitrust aspects 
are taken into consideration prior to issuance of 
construction permits or operating licenses. Justice 
Department prepares the assessments. (Negligible NRC 
staff or costs.) 

We did not identify these SEC and ICC regulatory 
activities for transfer to the proposed DoE. Numerous 
activities in non-energy agencies have an energy impli
cation, but generally, these relationships to energy are 
inherent parts of another non-energy missionssuch as 
securities regulation, interstate commerce regulation, 
ship construction subsidies, environmental protection, 
or many others. In most cases, the excision and trans
fer of these activities would be debatable, administra
tively difficult to accomplish, and would not contribute 
vitally to the proposed DoE. NRC should not be affected 
even in a minor way at this time for fear of exacerbating 
the sensitivity of public acceptance of nuclear power. 

In total, our proposed DoE would include about 10,000 man-years, 
mostly from Interior Department (Bureau of Mines and power marketing) 
not part of the Carter plan as described during the campaign, and 
his plan would include an estimated 130 man-years not included in 
our plan. 

• 
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MR PRESIDENT: 

December 23, 1976 

Oraanisation for Federal Eneray and 
Enersy-Related Functions 

Secretary Richardson and Director Lynn have prepared a joint 
memorandum on the subject of Organization for Federal Energy and 
Eneray-Related Functions. (see TAB A) 

Staflina resulted in a variety of recommendations: 

The followina individuals recommend the plan outlined in the 
Richardson/ Lynn memorandum: 

Phil Buchen(Ed Schmults), Max Friederadorf. Alan Greenspan, 
NSC and Doua Bennett. 

Alan Greenspan commented further "Concur with the recommendat,lon 
except as to the recommendation on the conclusion of the Federal 
Power Commission 11 Hie detailed comments are at TAB B. 

NSC made some further cbaunents (see TAB C). 

Doua Bennett's comments are at (TAB F) 

Frank Zarb believes that'a meetina with the President is needed before 
a decision is made ·also believes that the Federal Power Commission 
should not be included in the Department of Eneray." Hie comments are 
at TAB D. 

The followina individuals recommend aaainat the plan outlined 
in the Richardaon/ Lynn memorandum: 

Jack Marsh, Jim Cannon 

• 
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Jack Mareh further eommented "It ie my recommendation thie matter 
be deferred and that the President not embark on a propoeal of thie 
magnitude. I think there would be a public mt.aunderetandln1 of hie 
action inasmuch as the Adminiltration will not be able to see it through. " 

Jim Cannon ...... Doee ll2! support any of the option• propoeed •••• 
Detailed memo is at TAB E. 

BUl Seidman and Bob Hartmann ..... had no commente 

Jim Connor 



THE: WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 17, 1976 

MEHORANDUH FOR THE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JH1 

Organiz 
Related 

Energy and Energy 

I have reviewed the memorandum from Elliot Richardson 
and Jim Lynn and do not support any of the options proposed. 

Instead, I recommend that you propose creating a new agency 
consisting only of the functions now assigned to ERDA and 
FEA. 

I would be inclined to call the new agency a Department 
of Energy but there are arguments against it that should be 
noted. Briefly, the principal argument for departmental 
status is the recognition that would be accorded to Federal 
energy functions. On the other hand, it is neither feasible 
nor desirable to consolidate all Federal energy functions 
in a single agency so it would be somewhat misleading to 
call the new agency a Department of Energy. Furthermore, 
I believe we should do all we can to keep energy functions 
in the private sector. Taking steps to enhance the Federal 
role.and.status would work against this objective. 

I oppose the Richardson/Lynn recommendation for a Department 
of Energy(option B) for the following reasons: 

The FEA petroleum regulatory functions should be 
phased out as soon as possible. Allowing them to 
become associated with other energy economic regulatory 
functions, such as those of the FPC, would increase the 
chances that the FEA regulatory functions would 
continue. Keeping them "isolated" in an agency consisting 
of the other FEA and ERDA functions would increase the 
chances of phasing out the FEA oil price and allocation 
functions. 

• 
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The merits of combining ERDA and FEA are very strong 
and this should occur as soon as possible. Attempting 
to include elements from other departments or agencies 
and under other committee jurisdictions would tend to 
delay action on the step that is now most important. 

I do not believe it is desirable, practicable or 
politically feasible to place the economic regulatory 
functions of the FPC in an agency that does not have 
independent regulatory status. 

Including REA and the power marketing functions of 
Interior would not add significantly to the improved 
functioning of the Government. In view of the 
opposition that would almost certainly result from 
the areas served and from the Congressional Committees 
involved, such a proposal would detract from the recom
mendation. 



THE CHAIRMAN OF THC:: 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

December 17, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR J~IES CONNOR 
' \ 

FROM: ALAN GREENSP~~>~ 

SUBJECT: Memorandum to the President on Energy Reorganization 

The Council of Economic Advisers concurs with the 
recommendations of the Task Force on energy reorganization 
except as to the recommendation on the conclusion of the 
Federal Power Commission in a Department of Energy. We 
believe the argument used with respect to the inclusion of 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission also applies to the 
Federal Power Commission. The Task Force concluded that 
it would be useful to include the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission but that "public concern over nuclear safety is so 
great that tampering with the independence of nuclear 
regulatory decision would seriously undermine public 
acceptance of nuclear power at this time." 

It can be argued that the reasons used to exclude the 
NRC should also be applied to the FPC. On balance, inclusion 
of the FPC will in no way ease the natural gas crisis because 
the problem is a result of court interpretation of the· 
Federal Power Act. Until Congress fixes this, no amount of 
reorganization will help. In fact, the FPC has made a strong 
contribution to the achievement of energy policy objectives 
in the last two years. 

While we are not convinced that the proposal to include 
the FPC in the DOE will contribute much to achieving energy 
policy goals, we are certain the proposal will be less accept
able to the Congress. Since it is most critical that ERDA 
and FEA be brought together as quickly as possible to 
eliminate the lack of coordination and duplication in energy 
policy we recommend that the FPC be excluded • 

• 
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FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION 
\V,\SH!i'.:GTON, D.C. 20-l61 

DGcember 17, 1976 

HEMJRA:.\!DUM FOR JU.1 C00.'0i'OR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

FRANK ZARB 

Richardson/Lynn .Herrorandurn to the President 
on "Organization for Federal Energy and 
Energy-Related Functions 

OFFICE OF THE AD:.fi:\ISTR.-\70?. 

I believe there should be a meeting with the President before a 
decision is rrade. 

The Federal Pa..ver Corrmission should not te included in the Departrrent 
of Energy. 

'!here are some typographical errors: 

p. 13, five lines from bottcxn -- apparently should te 
OOD and not OOE. 

EIA is consistently referred to as 11Energy Independence 
Agency" -- should be "Enerq.f IndependencE Authority" 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

December 21, 1976 

JIM CONNOR 

ROBERT HORMATS rJ.J( 
Richardson/Lynn Memo re Organization 
of Federal Energy and Energy-Related 
Functions 

The NSC has two suggested changes in the Richardson/Lynn memo. 
First, we would suggest rewriting the last sentence in the second 
new paragraph on Page 4 to read "Much of this fragmentation is 
rational and desirable. For example, the State Department participates 
in energy policy formulation and implementation because of the strong 
international and foreign policy aspects of energy, and DOT works with 
the states on the 55 MPH speed limit. 11 

Second, we would suggest that there be a new penultimate paragraph 
en Page 13 between the paragraph ending "· •. the weapons program, 11 

and the paragraph beginning "Careful consideration ...• 11 The new 
paragraph would read "Other agencies with energy responsibilities and 
expertise would continue to be deeply involved in the energy policy
making process. For example, because of its responsibility for 
developing, negotiating, and implementing our international energy 
policy within the framework of our foreign relations, the State Depart
ment should continue to play a key role in formulation of our overall 
energy policy and strategy. 11 

• 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 23, 1976 

MEMORA.t'JDm.l FOR JAJviES CONNOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

g9/' 
DOUGLAS P. BENNETT~ 

Elliot L. Richardson and James T. Lynn 
memo, 12/14/76 re Organization for 
Federal Energy and Energy-Related 
Functions 

I endorse the concept of the creation of a new Department of 
Energy with cabinet status. Perhaps the most difficult pro
blem requiring resolution is that of providing energy resources 
independent of external sources to meet the expanding needs 
of the American people and the industrialized world. The 
United States must provide leadership in this area. The 
political hurdles respecting inclusion of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and the Federal Power Commission may be difficult 
to overcome but it seems to me that both should be folded 
into this new department. Since the Energy Independence 
Agency is fundamentally a financing mechanism, it would in my 
judgment be wiser to maintain it separate from the DoE. 

Two years ago the President exercised dramatic and forceful 
leadership in the energy area. Advancing this concept at this 
time would be wholly consistent with his 1974 program a:1d 
further provide the Republican Party with a carefully analyzed 
approach to energy independence which in my opinion may become 
by 1980 the most crucial domestic and international issue 
facing our country. 

• 



Jim -

The staffing of the memorandum from Elliot Richardson and Jim Lynn 
re: Organization for Federal Energy and Energy-Related Functions 

resulted in following comments: 

Phil Buchen (Schmults) and Max Friedersdorf concur 

Seidman and Hartmann no comments 

Jack Marsh - It is my recommendation this matter be deferred and that the 
President not embark on a proposal of this magnitude. I think there would 
be a public misunderstanding of his action inasmuch as the Administration 
will not be able to see it through. 

Jim Cannon Does not support any of the options proposed ---
detailed memo attached. 

Alan Greenspan - Concurs with the recommendations except as to 
the recommendation on the conclusion of the Federal Power Commis sian. 
Detailed comments attached. 

Frank Zarb -- Believes there should be a mefting with the President 
before a decision is made. Federal Power Commis sian should not be 
included in the Department of Energy. Memo with errors attached. 

NSC (Hormats) Some suggestions of changes attached. 

Doug Bennett (No comments received so far -- he is studying it) 

I believe it should go out in the courier. Agree? 

Trudy 

• 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

ACTION ME~10RANDUM WASHINGTON LOG NO.: 

Date: December 15, 1976 Time: 

FOR ACTION: cc (for information): 

Douglas Bennett ~ax Friedersdorf vtfack Marsh 
~11 Seidman v'Phil Buchen v1\lari Greenspan 

\/ Jim Cannon ~ Hartmann Brent Scowcroft / 
FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY ~ d~~--h~ J 

DUE: Date: Time: 
Friday, December 17, 1976 10:00 

SUBJECT: 
Elliot L. Richardson and James T. Lynn m o, 12/14/76 
re Organization for Federal Energy an~nergy-Related 
Functions. / 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

-- For Necessary Action ___x__ For Your Recommendations 

_ _ Prepare Agenda and Brie£ __ Draft Reply 

--x- For Your Comments _ Draft Remarks 

REMARKS: 

~ ~ K/ - ./24-Q~ ~ /.':v 
CcvJVJrL{)-?V -=- A..-U! ·-;;14 7. ItA 

r~~ -C#~ ~'J I 

In Cf/L.<.JJ- /2£r ~ ,t-~'#.-r'-?.:; 
Jud - A (J '] ru .f._, ~_,,~~f)!'J., 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

!£ you have any questions or if you anticipate a 
delcy in submitting the required material, please 
tele:phonc the Staff Secretary immediately . 

• 

Jim Connor 
For the President 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

L 

For Your Information: -------
For Appropriate Handling: V 

Robe~E!r 



MEMeMN.UM 
eF CALL 

OF (OrBanlzatlon) 

D PLEASE CALL___. ~~g~~~·----------
D WILL CALL AGAIN 

D RETURNED YOUR CALL 

RECEIVED BY 

STANDARD FORM 63 
REVISED AUGUST 1967 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

D IS WAITING TO SEE YOU 

D WISHES AN APPOINTMENT 

I DATE I TIME 
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THE 'WHITE HO.USE 

ACTION ME~lORANDUM WASHINGTON. LOG Nci:. 

Date: December 15, 1976 Time: 

FOR ACTION: cc (for information): 

Douglas Bennett Max Friedersdorf Jack Marsb 
Phil Buchen Alan Greenspan 
Jim Cannon Bob Hartmann 
FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

Bill Seidman 
Brent Scowcroft 

DUE: Date: 
Friday, December 17, 1976 

Time: 
10:00 A.M. 

SUBJECT: 
Elliot L. Richardson and James T. Lynn memo, 12/14/76 
re Organization for Federal Energy and Energy-Related 
Functions. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

-- For Necesscuy Action _x_ For Your Recommendations 

-- Prepare Agenda a.nd Brie£ -- Draft Reply 

· ~For Your Comments __ Draft Remarks 

December 17 
It is my recommendation this matter be deferred 
and that the President not embark on a proposal 
of this magnitude. I think there would be a 
public misunderstanding of his action inasmuch 
as the Administration will not be able to see 

it through. /// 

Jack Marsh / 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any q-.1estions or if you anticipate a 
delo.y in submitting the required material, please ! 

telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. 

Jim Connor 
For the President 



THE WHITE HO\JSE 

ACTION 1\IEMORANDUM WASHINGTON. LOG NO.: 

Date: December 15, 1976 Time: 

FOR ACTION: cc (for information): 

Douglas Bennett Max Friedersdorf 
Phil Buchen Alan Greenspan 
Jim Cannon Bob Hartmann 
FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

DUE: Date: 
Friday, December 17, 1976 

SUBJECT: 

Jack Marsh 
Bill Seidman 
Brent Scowcroft 

Time: 
10:00 A.M. 

Elliot L. Richardson and James T. Lynn memo, 12/14/76 
re Organization for Federal Energy and Energy-Related 
Functions. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

--For Necessary Action _x_ For Your Recommendations 

-- Prepare Agenda and Brief __ Draft Reply 

-K- For Your Comments __ Draft Remarks 

REMARKS: 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any questions or if you anticipate a 
delay in submitting the required material, please 
telaphone the Staff Secretary immediately . 

• 

Jim Connor 
For the President 
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:~W,Y\ 
THE WHITE Hb:usE 

ACTION MEMORANDUM \VA S H I N G T 0 N LOG NO.: 

Date: December 15, 1976 Time: 

FOR ACTION: cc (for information): 

Douglas Bennett Max Friedersdorf 
Phil Buchen Alan Greenspan 
Jim Cannon Bob Hartmann 
FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

DUE: Date: 
Friday, December 17, 1976 

SUBJECT: 

Jack Marsh 
Bill Seidmap 
Brent Scowcroft 

Time: 
10:00 A.M. 

Elliot L. Richardson and James T. Lynn memo, 12/14/76 
re Organization for Federal Energy and Energy-Related 
Functions. 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

--For Necessary Action _x_ For Your Recommendations 

-- Prepare Agenda and Brief __ Draft Reply 
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THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20230 

DEC 14 1916 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT ~ 

FROM: Elliot L. Ric~~James{:i, Lynn 
Chairman, ERC Director, OMB 

SUBJECT: Organization for Federal Energy and 
· Energy-Related Functions 

I. Purpose 

The purpose of this memorandum is to obtain your 
decision on the results of the ERC/OMB study on 
reorganizing the Federal Government to perform energy 
and energy-related functions • 

. 
A joint ERC/OMB study was initiated in May to 

determine the most effective organizational arrangement 
for performing Federal energy and energy-related functions. 
The study was proposed by the Chairman, ERC, to the 
Senate Government Operations Committee to counter 
the Committee's intention not to recommend an extension 
of the Federal Energy Administration beyond June 30, 1976. 
The Committee accepted the study proposal, and, in fact, 
incorporated it as a requirement in an amendment to the 
FEA extension which has been enacted into law (P.L. 94-385). 
Specifically, the law requires that the President, through 
the ERC, prepare a plan and study to reorganize energy 
and natural resource activities, and submit, no later· 
than December 31, 1976, a report containing recommendations 
for reorganization and implementing legislation. The 
ERC/OMB study was performed to fulfill this requirement. 
Further background on the circumstances giving rise to 
this study are outlined in TAB A. 

While the study report has not been put in final form, 
the supporting analyses, which have been prepared with the 
assistance of the affected agencies, are complete and 
have been reviewed by th~ principals involved. The final 
report will become a public document and should be 
available for distribution at the same time that it is 
transmitted to the Congress. The balance of this 
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memorandum contains the following sections: 

II - Assumptions 
III - Methodology 

IV - Present Organization for Energy and 
Energy-Related Functions 

V - Organizational Problems 
VI - Alternatives 

VII - Conclusions and Recommendations 

II. Assumptions 

The following major assumptions.regarding broad energy 
policy and particularly the Federal role in energy underlie 
the study: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Federal role in meeting national energy needs 
is somewhat expanded, and is now considerably 
more critical than it has been historically. 
However, we should have: 

Continued maximum possible reliance on private 
sector decisions and actions within the framework of: -

A system of Federally created incentives and 
disincentives to influence and stimulate private 
decisions regarding both energy supply and demand 
toward the achievement of national energy goals of 
lowered demand as well as assured and adequate 
energy supply at a reasonable price. 

Minimum necessary direct Federal involvement in 
areas such as regulation, new technology development, 
data collection and energy resource development; 
and 

Assurance that energy policies and actions are 
properly balanced with other goals such as 
environment, health and safety, national security 
and economic stability. 

For the purposes of organizational planning, it was assumed 
that the recommended structure should facilitate the 
implementation of existing programs as well as proposed 
legislative initiatives of the Administration. 

III. Methodology 

The study began by identifying all energy, energy
related and natural resource functions and collecting 
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descriptive data for each including mission, legal basis, 
resources and critical interactions. This inventory 
permitted the identification of areas needing coordination 
together with any duplication and overlaps. Extensive 
interviews were conducted at several levels in affected 
organizations to identify operating problems. Outside 
advice was obtained through a three-day seminar on energy 
organization conducted by the Congressional Research 
Service at the request of Senator Percy and through a 
survey of the literature. From this broad survey seven 
preliminary organizational alternatives were developed 
and evaluated. These were reviewed by the ERC in July 
and narrowed for further study to the three options 
presented later in this paper. Among the preliminary 
alternatives considered in July was an arrangement to 
consolidate energy and environmental programs. This 
alternative was rejected because the two subjects interact 
only partially (e.g., EPA water programs relate mostly to 
municipal and non-energy industrial waste) and because 
the mutual conflict between energy and the environment is 
better resolved on an inter-agency rather than intra-agency 
basis and including Executive Office or Presidential 
involvement where necessary. 

Once the three final options were identified, a 
series of individual studies were performed to examine how 
selected critical functions would be performed under each 
option. These studies were in the areas of: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Policy Formulation and Coordination 
Data Collection and Analysis 
Energy Resource Development 
Research Development and Demonstration 
Energy Conservation 
Energy Regulation 
Nuclear Weapons Production 

In addition, several special studies were performed on the 
functions of the Department of the Interior, an in-depth 
review was made of the FPC and analyses were completed 
on the appropriateness of including selected agencies, 
(e.g., NRC, NOAA,) in certain options. The results of 
these efforts have been synthesized into this options 
paper and will be included in the final study report. 

IV. Present Energy Organization 

Practically all Federal agencies play some part in 
energy matters, due to the pervasive nature of energy. 
However, there are several agencies which are solely 
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related to energy and which may be regarded as central to 
Federal energy involvement:--the ERC, FEA, ERDA and, taking 
in regulatory commissions, the NRC and FPC. 

Certain functions of the Interior Department are 
equally critical even though the Department is not solely 
concerned with energy. Specifically, the increase of 
domestic energy supply over the near and mid-term depends 
heavily on accelerated recovery of oil, gas; coal and 
uranium from the public lands--especially frontier areas 
such as Alaska and Outer Continental Shelf. 

Beyond the principal energy agencies, many other 
organizational entities have a collateral energy role, at 
times quite significant, especially in formulation of energy 
policy--examples--Treasury, CEA, State, DOT and EPA. 
TAB B is an organization chart showing the considerable 
number of agencies involved with energy, energy-related and 
natural resource functions. Much of this fragmentation is 
rational and desirable as in the case of DOT working 
with the states on the 55 mph speed limit or State Department 
participating in energy policy formulation from the point 
of view of foreign relations. 

V. Organizational Problems 

There is evidence that organizational problems are 
interfering with the execution of energy programs and the 
accomplishment of energy objectives, or at least are not 
facilitating positive res.ul ts to the degree possible. 
The following are among the more significant problems 
identified during the course of the study: 

A. Lack of a fully effective mechanism to develop 
and oversee the implementation of energy policy. The 
ERC has been reasonably successful in developing a balanced 
Administration position on the major energy issues. 
However, it has no staff and therefore no independent 
analytical capability. What staff support does exist 
is chiefly provided by the FEA, which itself is one of the 
participants in the policy development process. There is 
no mechanism to direct action, to assure implementation of 
policy decisions or to evaluate results. With the develop
ment of an independent ERDA, the research and development 
planning process has not received the attention it should 
from the operational agencies and has tended to form its 
own goals. 
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B. The fragmentation of major energy responsibilities 
among several agencies complicates the task of putting 
together a coherent and consistent Federal energy program. 
The numerous programs which comprise the total Federal role 
in energy affairs directly affect each other; e.g., 
regulation affects investment in technology development 
or data collection supports both policy formulation and 
regulation. However, as noted earlier, these inter-
acting parts are assigned to different agencies making 
it difficult to coordinate them effectively to form a 
unified program aimed at national energy goals. 

c. Lack of an effective structure to facilitate 
resource trade-offs among competing energy programs. 
While resource allocation to energy programs is done 
by OMB within the ERC-developed policy framework, energy 
programs are highly fragmented throughout the Federal 
Government. Therefore, within the various Federal 
agencies, these programs must frequently compete for 
scarce resources with non-energy programs and not with 
each other. A more rational structure would permit 
resource allocation to be made among similar programs 
at a lower organizational level, facilitating the 
assignment of resources to the more effective programs. 

D. Need for the regulatory function to be 
responsive to needed policy direction while maintaining 
independence. Energy regulation is carried out across 
a spectrum of mechanisms, from the independent regulatory 
commissions of FPC and NRC to the regulatory actions of 
FEA and Interior. The independent regulatory commissions 
emphasize the mandates of their enabling legislation 
and are often inhibited by these statutes from revising 
their interpretation of the national interest, regardless 
of the views of the Executive Branch on current needs 
evolving from a changing international or domestic situation. 
Energy regulations should reflect overall policy direction. 
At the same time, individual regulatory case decisions 
made under general regulations should be fair, objective 
and free from outside influence. Improvements need to 
be made in the regulatory structure to strengthen respon- · 
siveness to policy directions and national needs while 
at the same time assuring objectivity and independence 
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where that is important. Finally, the regulation of the 
various energy industries is fragmented among agencies, 
e.g., FPC, NRC, FEA making it difficult to optimize their 
use. 

E. The fragmentation of energy functions also 
causes duplicating and overlapping agency responsibilities. 
Some duplication is legislatively sanctioned, e.g., FEA 
and EPA in converting utilities from oil to coal; FPC and 
Office of Pipeline Safety (DOT) in LNG safety standards. 
Beyond specific legislative problems, FEA has responsibility 
for energy planning and development, while specific 
energy sources are the responsibility of other agencies. 
The overlap has become significant in conservation programs 
between FEA and ERDA. 

F. There is growing potential for FEA and ERDA to 
evolve into competing general purpose energy agencies. 
Both FEA and ERDA originally were founded with distinct 
missions, but both are collecting functions, by legislation 
and otherwise, and expanding into general purpose energy 
agencies. In this evolution, both interact with the 
private sector and have a growing number of incentives that 
can be applied to business and industry to achieve energy 
goals. These incentives should be directed through a 
single channel to maximize their effectiveness and to avoid 
undesirable effects on the private sector. 

The present structure for energy functions is not 
without some assets. For example, the ERC has provided 
a useful forum for top-policy level dialogue across 
agency lines concerning major policy issues; the separate 
status of ERDA helps assure a stable environment and the 
long-term continuity needed to manage a program which is 
intended to emphasize long-range technology development; 
the independent commission status of FPC and NRC permits 
a separation of promotional and regulatory functions and 
thereby helps allay any public concern that regulatory 
decisions could be politicized. However, these benefits 
can be preserved under alternative structures so long as 
they are properly designed. 

VI. Alternatives 

While a wide range of feasible alternative structures 
was considered, it was narrowed to the three most 
promising. Basically, these options represent varying 
degrees to which the fragmented energy and energy-related 
functions might advantageously be consolidated • 
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Under each option it was felt that an interagency 
coordinating body similar to the ERC would continue to 
be a valuable vehicle to help formulate energy policy by 
relating it to the concerns of other agencies such as 
EPA, State, Treasury and others. Such a body would preferably 
be non-statutory to permit flexibility in White House organi
zation. The chairmanship and staff support would be provided by 
the Secretary or Administrator of the consolidated energy agency. 

Option A. Department of Energy and Natural Resources 
(DENR) 

Description 

A grouping together into a new multi-purpose 
department all primary energy functions 
together with selected natural resource 
programs. Composition of the DENR would 
include, as a minimum, functions of: 

0 

0 

0 

Interior 
FEA 
ERDA 

and should also include functions of: 
° FPC 
0 REA (Agriculture) 
o NOAA (Commerce) 
0 Naval Petroleum Reserve (Defense) 

Such a Department would have resources of approximately 
88,500 staff and $11.9 billion funding. It would consolidate 
approximately 91% of the manpower and 97% of the funding 
which are committed to the Federal role in energy. However, 
68% of its staff and 34% of its funds would be devoted 
to non-energy programs such as the National Parks and 
Indian Affairs programs. 

Adva..,.tages of Option A - DENR 

0 Provides maximum feasible consolidation of presently 
fragmented energy functions. 

0 Permits resolution of unclear jurisdiction between 
FEA and ERDA in areas such as energy forecasting, 
conservation and technology commercialization. 

0 Gives cabinet-level representation for energy-
together with some, but not all, natural resource 
functions . 
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Provides for resolution within one Cabinet 
Department of many competing claims in the management 
of public lands between energy development and 
resource preservation or other land uses. 

Provides a strong base for subsequent, more complete, 
consolidation of natural resource programs- e.g., 
Forest Service, Army Corps of Engineers Civil Works, 
etc. 

Permits a better basis for rationalizing FPC 
regulatory policy and actions with national needs 
and policies in energy. 

Permits closer integration of earth sciences of 
geological survey with atmospheric and oceanic 
sciences of NOAA. 

Disadvantages of Option A - DENR. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Dilutes representation and accountability for 
energy by grouping it with natural resources 
in a large multi-purpose department. 

Results in a very large and complicated 
department with a wide span of concerns from 
energy and natural resources to Indian and Terri
torial Affairs. Experience indicates these 
conglomerate arrangements are hard to manage and 
hold accountable. · 

Energy objectives could dominate land management 
decisions at the expense of environmental or other 
land use requirements; at least environmental and 
related groups would have this concern. 

Grouping of so many diverse programs could result 
in an internal DENR structure that "layers in" some 
functions excessively, e.g., the nuclear weapons 
work performed by ERDA could be relegated to third 
echelon status prompting strong pressure to 
transfer it to DOD despite recognized benefits of 
associating nuclear power with nuclear weapons 
work. 
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Despite the broad span represented by this alternative, 
it would still not encompass all relevant concerns 
in energy policy formulation (foreign affairs, 
environment and others) necessitating Executive 
Office balancing; nor would it incorporate all 
major natural resource programs, (Corps of Engineers, 
Forest Service, and others) with the resulting 
prospect of still greater future consolidation in 
an even larger and more complicated Department. 

Some concern would exist regarding the termination 
of independent commission status for FPC functions 
and the consequent prospect of improperly influencing 
regulatory judgments. · 

Option B. Department of Energy (DoE) 

Description 

A consolidation of primary Federal energy 
functions which are not integral and 
inseparable aspects of the mission of other 
agencies to form an advocate or special 
purpose type of department. This con
solidation would include, as a minimum, 
functions of: 

° FEA 
0 ERDA 
and should also include functions of: 
° FPC 
o REA (Agriculture) 
0 Power Marketing (DOI) 
0 Energy Functions of the Bureau 

of Mines (DOI) 

NOTE: Other important energy functions of Interior, 
e.g., oil and gas leasing by BLM and energy resource 
assessment by USGS were found to be deeply integral 
to the land management and geological missions of 
Interior and not susceptible to excision. 

Such a Department would have resources of approximately 
22,860 staff and $7.2 billion funding. It would 
consolidate about 68% of the manpower and 86% of the 
funding currently committed to the Federal role in energy. 

Advantages of Option B - DoE 

0 Provides maximum feasible consolidation of energy 
functions by themselves thereby facilitating a 
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unified and coherent Federal role in the national 
energy system with component parts subject to 
common policy direction by a single Secretary. 

Permits resolution of unclear jurisdictions between 
FEA and ERDA, as does the DENR option. 

Highlights energy as a difficult, major and 
long-term national issue area and, in keeping with 
this status, gives it a cabinet-level spokesman 
and point of contact who is "in charge" of energy 
in dealings with other agencies, Congress, 
Governors, industry and the public. 

Provides that national energy policy will be 
formulated by a single cabinet-level spokesman 
with his own policy analytical staff, and direct 
authority over major energy programs. 

Projects to other nations, both allied and adversary, 
a strong long-term commitment to resolving energy 
issues through a top-level mechanism. · 

Permits better basis for rationalizing FPC policy 
and actions with national energy policy and needs. 

0 Narrower focus than DENR alternative would make 
this alternative disturbing to fewer interest 
groups and Congressional committees, thus enhancing 
prospect for enactment. 

Disadvantages of Option B - DoE 

0 

0 

0 

Would not take in some major Federal energy 
functions, notably oil and gas leasing on public 
lands, and as a result, continued cross-agency 
coordination would be necessary in important areas. 

Concentrated focus on energy and consequent 
advocacy orientation would mean that some check 
and balance mechanism would be needed especially 
in energy policy formulation to assure that the 
President gets objective advice and that conflicting 
interests are represented • 

• J'' 

Several of the projected components of the DoE 
are very controversial and vulnerable to being 
trimmed out in the legislative process - most 
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particularly FPC and REA. Were this to occur, the 
proposed DoE would be little more than a merger 
of PEA, ERDA, and certain Interior functions 
giving rise to serious question of whether 
department status is warranted. 

Several of the energy functions to be incorporated 
in DoE would require a measure of autonomy in order 
to avoid being overpowered and submerged or losing 
credibility - these include: · 

energy regulation, data, R&D, weapons --
- special internal arrangements would be 

necessary to assure the integrity or 
visibility of these functions within the 
DoE/energy advocacy climate. 

Some concern would exist regarding the termination 
of independent commission status for FPC functions. 

Variation of aption B - National Energy Agency (NEA) 

A variation of the Department of Energy option is to con
solidate the same functions as in the DoE case but to organize 
them at sub-cabinet level in an expanded energy agency. 

Advantages of Sub-Cabinet Variation 

0 This variation retains most of the advantages of 
Option B, the DoE concept, and provides a fall-back 
means of achieving these advantages if the DoE 
consolidation becomes marginal because too many of 
the potential program consolidations such as FPC and 
REA fail to materialize. 

Disadvantages of Sub-Cabinet Variation 

0 

0 

Could signal to observers both foreign and domestic, 
a less than full commitment to the resolution of 
energy issues. 

Would continue the present problem of no Cabinet 
r~,k energy policy spokesman. Consequently, the 
energy policy formulation machinery would continue 
to have some of the institutional weakness of the 
present ERC/FEA system, although to a lesser degree • 
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Option C. Retain the Present Structure - with Improvements 

Some of the problems inherent in the present fragmented 
placement of energy functions can be mitigated by relatively 
modest actions such as improved coordination of policy 
formulation by strengthening the ERC, recognizing 
FEA as a permanent agency which has been expanded 
beyond its original emergency role, and clarifying some 
jurisdictional issues. 

Advantages in Retaining Present Structure 

0 

0 

Generally avoids the disruption that comes with 
major organizational change. 

Some progress can be expected in controlling dupli
cation including overlapping expansion of FEA and 
ERDA missions. · 

Disadvantages in Retaining Present Structure 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Most of the serious weaknesses inherent in the 
fragmented and uncoordinated system would not be 
addressed. 

Energy would continue to lack a single top level 
spokesman with comprehensive authority over both 
energy policy and operating programs. 

Strengthening ERC by giving it full-time direction 
and staff of its own can cause problems of its own, 
i.e., an advocate in the Executive Office which is 
unable to produce objective advice and which has 
no moderating influence in the form of operating 
responsibility; analog - CEQ. 

Ma~ing FEA permanent with little other change 
would tend to confer unintended permanence on 
petroleum regulation. 

VII. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based upon the findings of the study, reorganization of 
Federal energy functions is well-warranted and, on balance, 
the Department of Energy alternative will provide the most 
effective long-term arrangement for coordinating and performing 
Federal functions in this area. The significance and difficulty 
of the energy situation will persist well into the future and 
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the coherence and continuity needed to accomplish the Federal 
role can best be provided by a Department dedicated to that 
purpose. 

Some present energy functions should not be continued 
into the indefinite future-- e.g., economic regulation of 
petroleum and gas. Shifting this work to an established 
Cabinet Department could have the undesired effect of 
lending permanence to these programs which actually should be 
phased out. This potential ill-effect of either the DoE or 
DENR options can be avoided by continued legislative effort 
to terminate these or other outmoded programs. 

The critical need for balanced and credible conflict 
resolution in the management of the public lands can best 
be met by an arrangement which separates energy advocacy from 
the responsibility for managing the nation's natural resource 
assets- i.e., a DoE separate from the Department of Interior 
(or ultimately a Department of Natural Resources) . This 
arrangement will permit continued accelerated development of 
coal, oil, gas and uranium resources while other values such 
as environmental safeguarding, preservation and alternate land 
uses are fully and fairly represented as well. Retention of 
the CEQ/EPA system will also force critical and major trade
offs between energy and environment to the Presidential level, 
which is appropriate for issues of this magnitude. 

We propose that the nuclear weapons program of ERDA be 
assigned to DoE along with the rest of ERDA's functions, and 
that the legislation creating DoE provide for a joint 
DoE/DoD study and report to the President and the Congress in 
one year as to the feasibility or desirability of alternatives 
to that assignment. This approach of providing for a study 
was successfully used when ERDA was created to deal with 
concerns expressed at that time that nuclear weapons develop
ment and production and energy technology development might 
pose conflicts in priority that cannot be reconciled within 
a single agency. Providing for a one year study following 
the creation of DoE is also consistent with your recent 
instruction during the FY'78 ERDA budget review that ERDA 
and DoE restudy ways to obtain appropriate funding competition 
between the nuclear weapons program and other defense 
requirements, without providing ERDA a separate budget plan
ning ceiling for the weapons program. 

/-
~ Careful consideration of all alternatives indicates that: 

I 
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The present fragmented structure is seriously 
inadequate for the task and that any administra
tive improvements of it will not basically alter 
its ineffectiveness for the long-haul. 

Most of the disadvantages cited for the DoE plan 
can be offset by proper design of its internal 
structure and other management actions. For 
example, existing regulatory functions can be 
divided into two categories -- general rulemaking 
and adjudicatory responsibilities associated with 
individual case decisions. The rulemaking can be 
effectively and legitimately coordinated with related 
policy decisions under direction of a Presidential 
appointee subject to Senate confirmation. Individual 
adjudicative decisions could be insulated by having 
them made by Administrative Law Judges, with final 
review available by an Appeals Board. Any subsequent 
challenge would be in the courts, with no appeal to 
the Secretary. 

~onversely, ~he disadvantages of the DENR plan, 
1.e., excess1ve size and diversity and internal 
conflict, appear to be more intractable with no 
effective way to offset them. 

Functional Composition of the Department of Energy 

A second level of analyses was performed in the course 
of the study as to the exact composition of the DoE and the 
DENR alternatives. That is, what functions should be included 
or excluded from each concept. This question introduces some 
controversial issues of its own. The most sensitive and 
important of these decisions to include or exclude functions 
from the recommended Department of Energy are listed below 
for your information. More detail is contained in TAB C on 
each item together with provision for you to make the decision 
on each if you wish to do so. (If you decide on the DENR 
option, we will furnish you the comparable information relating 
to that option.) 

The major exclude or include issues for DoE and 
our conclusions regarding each are: 

0 Nuclear Regulatory Co~~ission (NRC) - exclude 

0 Federal Power Commission (FPC) - include 
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0 Rural Electrification Administration (REA) - include 

0 Bureau of Mines (BOM) - include 

0 (Proposed) Energy Independence Agency (EIA) - exclude 

Position of Agency Head and Others 

All relevant Agency Heads and other Administration 
officials concur in the recommendation that you propose a 
Department of Energy to the Congress. Any concerns or 
reservations have been reflected in this memorandum. 
Secretary Kleppe concurs in the basic decision, but does not 
concur that the Interior Department's Bureau of Mines should 
be transferred to the proposed DoE. His reasons for this 
position_are stated in TAB C, Section IV. 

Further, the Agency Heads and other energy advisors all 
agree that they would like to have an opportunity to discuss 
this important decision with you after you have had a chance 
to read this memo, if you feel it would be useful to do so. 

Presidential Decision 

I I Approve the Department of Energy (DoE) 

I I Approve the DoE concept, but create as an agency 
in lieu of a Cabinet Department 

I I A~urove the Department of Energy and Natural 
Resources (DENR} 

I I Continue with the present structure -- develop 
specific ways to improve performance. 

I Otb.er 
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TAB A 

Circumstances Leading to Current Study of Energy Organization 
and Its Relationship to Recent (1974) Changes in Energy 
Organization 

When the Arab oil embargo struck in November of 1973 precipi
tating the energy crisis, the Administration had energy 
organization legislatkmpending before Congress to split the 
former AEC into R&D work (ERDA) and regulatory work (NRC) and 
establish a Department of Energy and Natural Resources (DENR). 

In view of the crisis, the Administration agreed to forego the 
controversial DENR in order to expedite Congressional consider
ation of ERDA and NRC. They were enacted in October 1974 
together with the Energy Resources Council (ERC) . 

Meanwhile, also in response to the energy crisis, the Federal 
Energy Administration had been created first by Executive Order 
and then by law in June 1974. 

These changes in energy organization soon after imposition of 
the embargo were generally regarded both by the Administration 
and Congress as only partial (ERDA and NRC) and short-term 
(FEA and ERC) treatment of overall energy organization. 

However, the early time period following the embargo was also a 
time of major reappraisal of national energy policy including 
a reassessment of the Federal role in relation to the private 
sector role. During this period of fundamental reappraisal, 
it was untimely to determine the most effective long-term organi
zation for Federal energy activities which clearly should rest 
on a well-developed concept of the Federal policy and role. We 
now have these concepts in hand, if not necessarily universally 
agreed upon. 

It is, therefo:::-e, now timely to make this fundamental organiza
tional revie~r ~~d we have been so engaged for several months 
working with the heads of affected agencies and their staffs. 

After this study was initiated and well underway, a requirement 
was inserted, with our concurrence, in the FEA extension legis
lation, which you signed in August, that the President shall 
direct a comprehensive study of energy and natural resources and 
forward a report with his recommendations and proposed legisla
tion by December 31, 1976 . 
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Major Inclusion or Exclusion Issues in Department of Energy Option 

In determining the functional composition of a possible Department 
of Energy (DoE) , a number of sub-issues occur as to whether various 
existing programs should be included or excluded from the DoE con
cept. Some of these are fairly small issues or non-controversial 
others are more significant questions deserving your attention. 

The major inclusion or exclusion issues are described and evaluated 
below with provision for an indication of your guidance in each 
case if you wish to do so. 

I. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

A. Background 

The NRC was established by the Energy Reorganization Act 
of 1974. It is responsible for all the regulatory and 
licensing functions of the former Atomic Energy Commission 
which was abolished by the 1974 legislation, and is the 
Federal agency responsible for the regulation of nuclear 
power generation. 

B. Major NRC Program Functions are as Follows 

Nuclear Reactor Regulation - Assures adequate safety, 
enviro~ental protection, and safeguards in the issuance 
of reactor licenses. 

Standards Development - Produces engineering standards 
for si~L~g, fuel cycle facilities, safeguards, trans
portation and product safety standard development. 

Inspection and Enforcement - Conducts nuclear powerplant 
safety ~nspections including the issuance of construction 
permits ~1d operating licenses. Also conducts safety 
inspections of fuel cycle facilities and nuclear mate~ials. 

Nuclear ~aterial Safety & Safeguards - Performs a safe
guard licensing program devoted to waste management and 
the development of generic environmental impact statements 
for cons~~er products which contain nuclear material . 

• 
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Nuclear Regulatory Research - Conducts research on 
light water reactors; commercial advance breeder reactors; 
liquid metal fast breeder reactors, and research in such 
areas as the development of techniques to determine 
potential effects on nuclear facilities of earthquakes 
and tornadoes, as well as research into health, environ
ment, fuel cycle and safeguards areas. 

C. Advantages and Disadvantages of Inclusion 

All these are advantages and disadvantages of including 
NRC or leaving it out. A summary follows: 

-Advantages of Transferring NRC Functions to a New 
Energy Agency 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Nuclear regulatory decisions could be made on a 
more comparable basis with regulatory decisions 
concerning the competing fossil fuel, and hydro
electric power industries. This would broaden 
the basis for more equitable decisions across 
different and compei:.i..ng parts of the total energy 
system. 

Decisions on nuclear ··plant siting could be expedited 
and related more directly to national energy policy. 

Would facilitate Presidential control of final 
nuclear export decisions which have strong inter
national implications, instead of continuing to 
place this control in an independent commission. 
(Even so - some amendments to law would likely be 
needed.) 

Permit resolution of existing duplication between 
NRC and EPA in setting nuclear safety standards. 

P~blic concern over nuclear safety is so great 
th~t tampering with the independence of nuclear 
reg~latory decisions would seriously undermine 
?ublic acceptance of nuclear power at this time. 
?ransfer to an executive agency advocating energy 
development would be perceived by many as a del-ib
erate attempt to weaken governmental concern for 
nuclear health and safety in favor of energy develop
ment, thus potentially eroding public confidence 
in nuclear power and further exacerbating anti
nuclear sentiment . 

• 



0 May be difficult to demonstrate in advance 
that abolishing NRC would improve the executive 
branch capacity to achieve coordinated manage
ment of national energy programs. Thus, in view 
of the opposition which such a proposal would con
front, the inclusion would be hard to win and 
could jeopardize the whole energy reorganization 
package. 

Agency Position 

Chairman Rowden. has not been consulted on this issue. 

Conclusion - Retain Functions in NRC 

· The disadvantage relating to further accelerating public concer~ 
for nuclear-safety and the consequent difficulty in winning public 
acceptance of nuclear power overwhelms the potential advantages. 
The real advantage relating to bringing nuclear export licensing 
under Presidential control can just as well, or better, be achieved 
through a change in law authorizing the President to make the 
final decision in these cases, in keeping with his responsibility 
for the conduct of foreign affairs (as with CAB ruling on overseas 
route awards) • 

Presidential Decision 

:-1 __ ~1 

:_1 __ ~1 

Agree to functions remaining in NRC 

Disagree. Revise planning to include NRC functions 
L~ energy agency . 

• 
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II. The Federal Power Commission (FPC) 

A. Background 

The FPC's regulatory authority extends over portions of 
the natural gas and electric power industries. The FPC 
exercises its regulatory powers in four program areas: 
(1) licensing of hydroelectric projects; (2) setting 
rates for interstate wholesale sales of electric energy; 
(3) certification of pipeline facilities for the trans-
portation of natural gas; and (4) setting rates for 
interstate wholesale sales of natural gas. The purposes 
of these programs are broader than economic or rate 
setting. They aim also at conservation of energy 
resources, promotion of hydroelectric development, safety, 
environmental protection, assuring an abundant supply 
of electric energy and emergency preparedness. Pursuit 
of these objectives necessitates extensive coordination 
between FPC and other agencies including particularly 
Interior and EPA. 

B. Advantages and Disadvantages of Inclusion 

Adva..J.tages 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Inclusion of the FPC programs would help assure 
their sensitivity to overall national energy policy 
as formulated and coordinated by the DoE. 

Regulatory actions regarding natural gas and 
electric power could be developed over time in 
relation to regulation of petroleum resulting in 
a nore rational and even-handed treatment among 
~ese competing energy sectors for so long as they 
rasain under regulation. 

::-:: ::.:-1sion \'{ould facilitate improvements and 
s;~plification in Federal energy data gathering 
a..J.d use, as well as better emergency preparedness 
coo=dination across energy sectors. 

Affords an opportunity to give the functions of 
FPC a better base from which to withstand pressure 
or undue influence from the regulated industries. 

Permits a trial run in the conversion of an 
independent multi-member commission form to a 
more streamlined Executive Agency plan . 

• 
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Disadvantages 

0 

0 

0 

The independent comission form, while not very 
responsive to national policy or changing condi
tions, does have the merit of stability and 
avoidance of undue political pressure, at least 
as a common perception. 

Abolishing FPC as an independent commission and 
inclusion of its functions in an energy agency 
could alarm the regulated industries as well as 
conservation, environmental and consumer groups. 

Congress would probably react very negatively to 
dis-establishing this, or any, independent commission 
apart from the merits of the case because of an 
implied threat to this "arm of Congress" mode of 
governance. 

C. Conclusion 

A convincing case can be presented for abolishing FPC and 
incorporating its functions in an energy agency. 

The co~cern for the credibility and objectivity of regulatory 
decisions, if placed in an executive agency, can be mitigated 
by having adjudicatory proceedings heard by an Administrative 
Law Judga, subject to review by an Appeals Board, the members 
of w~ic~ serve fixed terms, and by having regulatory functions 
insula~ec from development functions. Therefore, on balance, 
we feel t~e FPC functions should be incorporated in the DoE 
plalli~~~g since the objections can be partially offset and in 
spite o£ anticipated strong Congressional opposition. 

D. FPC C2ai_~a~ Position 

Chai~~ ~u~h~~ expresses concern as to maintenance of 
appr2~r~~~e requ!atory independence. However, " ... on the 
sub.:;e::-=. :. . .= including the Federal Power Commission ••• our 
minds are open to any proposal which would place all of the 
Fede:::-a::. ':!::>-,lern.-nent' s energy policy-management in one agency." 
{Excer~"':. ::ron a letter to James L. f.1itchell from Richard L. 
Dun~==, da~ed September 16, 1976.) 

E. Presicential Decision 

::__/ __ ./ 

::__/ __ ./ 

Agree that functions of FPC be transferred to 
DoE and that FPC be abolished. 

Disagree. Leave FPC as is • 

• 
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III. Rural Electrification Administration ·(REA} 

A. Background 

The Rural Electrification Administration (REA). in the 
Department of Agriculture was created in 1935 to make 
low cost loans to finance electric and telephone service 
in rural areas and thereby expedite rural electrification 
and phone service. 

REA makes loans to qualified borrowers, with preference 
to non-profit and cooperative associations and to public 
bodies, normally at 5 percent interest. REA borrowers 
can also finance their capital needs from non-REA 
sources with the aid of REA loan guarantees. 

In 1975, approximately 25 million Americans were being 
provided service from electrical systems financed by 
REA. Also in 1975, borrowers from the telephone loruL 
program provided service to 9 million people in 42 
Sta~es. REA does not own or operate facilities in ei~~er 
the electric or telephone program. 

While originally established to provide electricity for 
America's farms, this job has been essentially completed. 
Nearly 99% of all farms are electrified and virtually 
all of the new customers are non-farm. Since 1961, more 
th~ 8,000 commercial, industrial, and community 
facility projects have been assisted by REA borrowers. 

The ?~~ is divided nearly equally between electric and 
tele?2C2e programs with about 400 employees associated 
with each. 

B. Adva:-~ta~es and Disadvantages of Inclusion 

Adva::.-::ages 

REA electric programs are no longer agricultural in 
natu=e, but are directly related to energy development 
and 2arketing. Consolidation of these programs with 
othe= similar programs relating to power marketing and 
develop~ent would greatly improve overall coordination 
and administration of these efforts. Additionally, it 
would reduce significantly the amount of energy organi
zatio~al fragmentation which now exists . 

• 
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Disadvantages 

The associations of REA borrowers constitute a broad 
base and highly organized interest group which can be 
expected to strongly oppose any change in status 
because the loan programs have fared very well under 
the Agriculture Committees of both Houses. The major 
concern of the REA constituency would be that inclusion 
in an Energy Agency would highlight the REA loan 
policies as out of date, no longer needed, and perhaps 
even counter-productive from an energy policy point of 
view. It could signal to them the beginning of the 
end of very favored treatment. 

C. Conclusions 

The REA electric programs clearly have their primary 
impact in the energy area with secondary rural develop
ment impacts. As such, these programs properly belong 
in a consolidated energy organization where they can be 
rationalized with other programs relating to pm'ler 
marketing and general energy policy. The telephone 
loan programs are not directly energy related and could, 
from a programmatic viewpoint, just as well be left in 
USDA. However, the total administrative costs of both 
programs would probably increase if they were separated. 

In s"~ary, there is no sound reason to leave REA out 
of ~e energy consolidation planning other than the 
stro::.:; prospect of losing the case on political grounds. 
It is recommended that it be included therefore. If it 
su:bss~G.ently is ruled out and retained in USDA, it would 
not be a crucial loss to the viability of an energy 
cor:solidation. 

D. DeFa=~~ent of Agriculture Position 

The ::::-=:partment of Agriculture prefers not to take a.n 
off::~~: position concerning the potential consolidation 
of ?~~ into an Energy Agency. 

E. Pres~~-=::.tial Decision 

;.....! ___ ./ 

:..._/ __ / 

:.._1 __ 1 

Agree to inclusion of REA in a DoE 

Agree to inclusion of REA electrification 
programs in DoE proposal, but rural 
telephone progr~~s to remain in USDA. 

Disagree, leave REA in USDA 
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IV. Bureau of Mines 

A. Background. The Bureau of Mines, established in 1910 
in the Department of Interior, is primarily a mining/ 
minerals research and factfinding agency. As such, 
its two major functions are (1) resear.ch and develop
ment, and (2) data collection and analysis. Both 
functions apply largely to coal and to a lesser degree 
to other energy resources and non-energy minerals. 

FY 1977 BOM appropriations were allocated as follows: 

Funding ($M) 

Research and Development 

~Ietallurgy R&D 
-Energy-Related R&D 
-~on-Energy R&D 

Mining R&D 
-Energy Related R&D 
--Coal Extraction & Preparation 
--Oil Shale Mining 
--coal Health & Safety 

-Non-Energy Mining R&D 
--nealth & Safety 
-Other 

-Eo.'"l·:!ineering Demos (Public Works) 

Data Collection and Analysis 

-En e.::-:::..:~ 
-Non-"2=:e:=-s;y 

A&uinis~:=ation & Executive Direction 

T=ta: ?Y 1977 - Mines & Minerals 
Wa~~i~; ~unds, trust funds, 

:--ic:~-...:_-:., etc. 

TOT~~ FY 1977 BUREAU OF MINES 

• 

$ 25.7 
{ 2.6) 
(23.1) 

117.4 

{59. 7) 
( 5.6) 
(30.2) 

( 5.7) 
( 6 .1) 

(10.1) 

15.6 

( 4.8) 
{10.8) 

4.2 

1.5 

$ 164.5 

.6 

$ 165.1 

Staffing 

840 
( 72) 
(768) 

956 

(321) 
( 22) 
(363) 

( 77) 
(131) 

( 42) 

550 

(171) 
(379) 

123 

66 

2,535 

304 

2,839 
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B. Issue and Options. Assuming the establishment of 
a DoE, what should be done with the Bureau of Mines 
functions? 

The options are:~ 

1. Transfer all of BOM to the DoE. 

2. Retain all of BOM in Interior. 

3. Transfer BOM's energy related functions to 
DoE - but retain its non-energy functions in 
Interior. 

C. Analysis 

Option 1 All in DoE 

Advantages 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The majority of BOM's resources are devoted to 
a~ergy (about 70% of funding), and the BOM 
functions would therefore contribute significantly 
to the consolidation of energy functions represented 
by Dc3. 

BO~'s energy and non-energy functions are not easily 
se?arated. Some of the energy functions such as coal 
R&D are easily identified. Others are not, but are 
irrt~rLwined with non-energy functions in areas such 
as data analysis in a way that would require arbitrary 
decisions and serious disruption to split them apart. 

Cc:-:solidating BOM's mining R&D with that performed 
b~ ~~~A in a DoE would overcome a growing area of 
overlap and permit more effective resource competition 
in R&D planning. 

Co:-:sclidation of BOM's energy data collection, 
a::-c:il_;-s is and forecasting functions with comparable 
f~:-:ctions of other agencies proposed for inclusion 
in DoE {FEA, FPC and ERDA) would facilitate develop
ment of an integrated energy data system which elim
inates existing duplication, inconsistencies and 
inefficiencies . 

• 
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Disadvantages 

0 

0 

Would put DoE in the non-energy metallurgy 
business ($23 million annually) including non
energy domestic and.international supply/demand 
assessment and thereby dilute DoE's single
purpose dedication to energy. 

The Secretary of Interior would have to rely 
on DoE for domestic and international energy 
and non-energy mineral assessment reports and 
for expertise in mining technology. The 

'Secretary maintains this would impair his ability 
to manage the public lands, particularly with 
respect to the leasing of their mineral resources. 

Option ~ - All. in Interior 

Advantages 

This option is supported by Secretary Kleppe, in his 
memo to Mr. Lynn, attached. Generally, he feels the 
Interior Secretary needs to have a capability in 
extractive technology and mineral assessment to support 
his land ma~agement and mineral leasing responsibilities. 
T~~s option also involves no disruption of Bureau of 
Mines activities. 

DisaC.vantages 

Wcu~ continue the fragmentation of energy organization 
i...., -=:-..;o :.<::ey areas: coal preparation and mining tech
n8l~=z, and energy data collection, analysis and 
forecasting. 

Q::~:i..:::: 3 - Split BOM between DoE and Interior 

A.C.v::.::.::.ages and Disadvantages 

?~e e7aluation of this option rests with its feasibility. 
!:: ::::~er words, if the energy versus non-energy split can 
~e ~aGe, this option may be best all around. However, 
in,:i:i..cations are that achieving the split would be very 
difficult because the BOM mining technology work as well 
as data collection, and particularly analysis is 
extensively integrated at headquarters and field level • 

• 
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Splitting energy functions out would also create 
a problem at both headquarters and field level of 
residual units that are sub-marginal. 

D. Conclusion and Recommendation 

Splitting the BOM work along energy and non-energy 
lines is not practical because of the extent to which 
the work has developed over the years as an integrated 
operation and the dilemma posed by what to do with the 
skeletal functions that would remain with Interior. 
An R&D project relating to mine illumination, for 
example, could benefit either a coal mine or a silver 
mine. On the data side, the analysis of inter
national data is done on a country-by-country basis 
for all minerals and segregating out energy from non
energy would be arbitrary and disruptive. 

Consequently, the practical choice is between keeping 
BOM functions together either in DoE or in Interior. 
On balance, it appears that the better choice is to 
transfer all of BOM functions to the proposed DoE as 
the o~ly way to effectively achieve the advantages of 
integrating the R&D activities with those now assigned 
to ERDA, and building a central energy data collection 
and analysis system to support national energy policy 
development in an efficient and effective manner 
includL~g BOM data work. Conversely, the disadvantages 
involved in lifting BOM functions out of Interior can, 
with proper interagency planning, be overcome. 

E. Presicantial Decision 

I 1 Agree; transfer all of BOM functions to DoE 

----
1 

L __ / 

Retain BOM functions in Interior as recommended 
by Secretary Kleppe 

Transfer BOM energy activities to DoE; retain 
non-energy activities in Interior 

• 



United States Departtnent of the Interior 

Honorable Ja'!les T. Lynn 
Director, Office of 

Nanagement and Budget 
Washington, D.C. 20503 

.. . .. "": ·' , .. __ ~ 

Dear Hr ~- Lynn: ' 

OFfiCE OF TilE SECRETARY 
WASHI:\'GTOK, D.C. 20210 

DEC 3- 1976 

.;' 

I want to eh~ress my concern about the impact of some of the energy 
organization alternatives under consideration affecting the Bureau of 
Hines. ~~1ile I suppor·t a Department of Energy (DOE), I believe such 
reorganizaticn should not involve transfer of the energy functions of 
the Bureau of :.lines. \?hat might be gained by consolidating the 
activities in a DOE vould be much more than offset by the loss to the 
Department of the Interior in carrying out its missions in energy and 
non-energy development. 

The Bureau of ~1ines 1 activities are important to two major policy and 
program areas of energy minerals and non-energy minerals. The study 
has focused on che former. The other area, non-energy minerals, is 
a matter of grow~g national apprehension. The National Commission on 
Supplies and S£:.c-:-~ges, due to report by December 31, 1976, illustrates 
this concern. I~ has given considerable emphasis to minerals. 

Transferring ~jcr parts of the Bureau of ~fines' activities, i.e., 
coal technology research and energy-mineral information, to a DOE would: 

(1) fragment tte ~fied Federal expertise (technology and information) 
on the mineral processing industrv, and thereby lose the interaction 
among the ~~erts in exploration, mining, processing, metallurgy, 
and econon.i::::;; 

(2) raise a r;.a.:; :::: ~;_,estion whether the remaining activities \vould be a 
large enoug~ critical mass to survive and be effective; 

(3) weaken the =~~erior Secretary's ability to carry out his responsi
bilities ~== =anaging Federal lands, fostering the minerals, 
energy in~~s:::;, and assuring emergency preparedness regarding 
minerals and energy; 

(4) split in n~o {technology vs. health and safety) the existing m~n~ng 
research which takes an integrated approach to problems of health 

.. 

-· -- .. _ _...,.. .... _____ -------
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and safety, environment, and production/productivity. }fost of 
the employees work on all three parts of the research program; 

(5) split research on coal mining technology from research on 
metal/nonn:C?tal mining technology; even though much of the l-lork 
is common to both kinds of mining; and 

(6) disrupt working relations with States, .~ndustry, and universities. 
(Bureau cf Mines has cooperative agreem~nts with 46 States covering 
both fuels and other minerals.) 

Retention of the Bureau of Mines' energy activities would: 

(1) retain. the effectiveness of the organization which encompasses 
expertise on all aspects of the mining and minerals i~dustry; 

(2) preserve the Interior Department's inhouse expertise imperative 
to guide its development of Federal lands lo!hich contain about half 
of our oil, gas and coal; most of our oil shale, and significant 
portic~s of our uranium; the contribution of Federal resources 
manag~d by DOI will increase substantially simply because much of 
the frontier areas for exploration and development are Federal 
lands. 

For ez:~ple, the expertise of this staff engaged in 
ener:J data and information is heavily relied upon in 
Int~_c='s land management activities. That expertise 
~es extensively involved in and essential to the develop
!""'-.:: cf -workable; regulations for surface mining of coal 
~ ?:c2ral lands. This linkage is more substantial than 
possible linkage to DOE activities. 

(3) conti::::e ;:he development of the already relatively well-advanced 
coorc~~:::ic= of data activities. 

Sin~erely yours, 

• 

·f;,~ ..... 
~ Secretary of the Interior 

• 
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V. ENERGY INDEPENDENCE AGENCY (EIA) 

A. Background. The proposal to create the $100 billion 
EIA will be resubmitted to the next session of Congress 
as the major approach to providing needed incentives 
to the private sector in bringing emerging technologies 
on line and in further developing domestic energy 
sources. 

B. Issues and Options. 

Issue. Assuming the Administration will propose both 
a DoE and an EIA, how are the two to be related 
organizationally? 

Option 1. Continue to propose EIA as a separate public 
enterprise corporation not joined organizationally with 
the DoE. 

Option 2. In view of the proposal to consolidate 
Federal energy functions in a Department of Energy, 
the EIA's separate status, as originally proposed, 
should now be altered by including EIA as a government 
corporation within the DoE framework. 

C. Analysis 

The Case for Inclusion 

0 

0 

0 

Inco~orating EIA within the DoE framework would 
fur~rer reduce the fragmentation of major energy 
pro~~s which is an important rationale in proposing 
the ~cE. 

EIA ~~thin DoE and subject to some guidance or 
i~f~~~~ce by the Secretary of DoE would help assure 
tha~ LIA policy and actions are consistent with 
ener~~ policy of the Administration. Example: if 
coa::. ::evelopment is given high priority, EIA loan 
actio2s would be more certain to support that policy 

N~~erous sharing arrangements between EIA and DoE 
could be worked out in areas such as data collection, 
ener~z projections, regulatory expediting and, 
perhaps, certain administrative support matters . 

• 



The Case for a Separate EIA 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

If EIA were established within DoE, it would have 
to forego at least some of the flexibility origin
ally intended for EIA. Some degree of restriction 
would come from the Secretary and the Administration. 
Some degree of Congressional oversight would also 
be likely since EIA would be regarded by Congress 
as more "Federal" and less independent than a fully 
separate corporation. 

EIA within DoE would involve many areas in which 
t\vO different systems -- Federal and corporate -
would have to be meshed or at least rationalized. 
For example: top corporate salaries, EIA's general 
executive compensation policy, administrative law 
require2ents such as hearings, due notice, freedom 
of information, and numerous other requirements 
normally placed on Federal activities. 

Would preserve an independent entity able to 
make investment decisions based on sound economic 
considerations independent of political pressures. 
If EIA were part of DoE, political pressures would 
exert some influence on investment decisions. 

A single legislative proposal covering both DoE 
and EIA could not be handled as a non-substantive 
reorganization matter. Jurisdiction would be 
cla~ed by numerous committees as compared with 
--~ 3ore desired referral of DoE legislation to 
~e two Government Operations Committees. 

Tb.e Congressional response to EIA was negative in 
~~e last session and will likely be the same again. 
== =~ntrast, there is much evidence of willingness 
~= act on restructuring of Federal energy activities. 
~==Administration's reorganization proposal of a 
Sc~ will have a better chance for serious consider
~=.:._::~~, along with competing proposals, if it is 
presented alone without being joined with an EIA 
p:=c::osal. 

I~e estimated annual outlays by DoE and by EIA, 
ca~e~ together, would approximate $20 billion. It 
may be unwise to create such a single concerted 
fiscal impact on the energy industry. Any serious 
policy miscalculation by such a colossus could be 
di==icult to recoup because of the impetus it would 
set in .notion . 

• 
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D. Conclusion 

On balance, the arguments for keeping EIA fully 
separate from DoE are more persuasive. Doing so 
appears to better serve the original intentions 
of the EIA proposal. 

E. Vice President's Position 

Recommends that EIA remain separate from DoE. 

F. Presidential Decision 

~~--~/ 

~~--~/ 

Prepare proposals in which organizationally 
and legislatively DoE and EIA are separate 

Prepare proposals in which EIA is 
incorporated within DoE 

• 




